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THE STATE OF THE ASSOCIATION
By HERMAN H. HENKLE

President, Special Libraries Association
THE DOMESTIC FRONT
P E C I A L Libraries Association was
organized in 1909 by a few librarians who had become interested in
the potentialities of library service to, as
John Cotton Dana defined him, "the
practical man of affairs." I n the early
months of 1946, after more than 35
years of steady growth, the Association
membership numbers more than 4,300.
I t is quite possible that this growth in
n~embership no more than parallels the
increase li the number of libraries and
librarians who, like their predecessors in
1909, concern themselves with the problem of mobilizing facts and sources of
facts in the service of men who must be
informed in order to conduct their daily
affairs. T h e business man in whom John
Cotton Dana and his fellow S.L.A. pioneers were interested, is as much the heart
of the S.L.A. program of service now
as in those first years.
T h e special librarians' concept of the
scoDe of their service to business has
kept pace also with the development of
new businesses and industries. Each new
developing industry has been paralleled
by the development of special libraries designed to serve that industry. Whether
the field of activity is commerce, finance
or investments; insurance, glass or
chemicals; journalism, radio or aviation, the special librarians have risen to
the new demands of the special subject
material and the special problems of
their particular clientele. A t the same
time the special librarians have not neglected to take account of other areas not
primarily financial or commercial or industrial, but in which specialized infor-
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1 Annual report of the President for the year 19451946.

mational service is as significant as in
the field of business and industry.
Contribution to the Tools of our Trade
Of prime importance in the program
of Special Libraries Association over a
period of years has been the cooperative
efforts of Chapters and special ~ r o u p
in the development of bibliographies, indexes, directories and other special tools
designed to facilitate the services of
special libraries. Within the past year a
List of Subject Headings for Chemist r y Libraries, a manual on Catdoging
and Classification of M a p s and Atlases,
and a second volutne of Spccial Library
Resources have dignified the growing
list of reference tools which the Association has made available not onlv for
use of its own members, but for the use
of librarians and research workers in general. Special Library Resources in particular has represented a publishing venture of large magnitude. While its planning has been deficient in some respects,
the publication when complete will represent the most extensive guide to the
s ~ e c i a l resources of libraries (both
special and general) that is so far available.
Of some significance as a reflection of
the health of the Association's activities
is the fact that each of the publications
of the Association, with the exception
of Volume I1 of Special Library Resources, has returned to the Association
treasury more money than was invested
in its publication. The greatly increased
editorial and publication costs of Volume I1 and of the anticipated Volumes
I11 and IV may result in a deficit of
considerable proportions. The peculiar
appropriateness of this reference tool to
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Special Libraries Association, however,
has convinced the Executive Board that
the venture is one which should be underwritten by the Association.
Cooperative Activities
Special Libraries has shown itself
ready on many occasions to cooperate
with other library groups in the interest
of common library ventures. The Association is represented on joint committees
with other library associations in the interest of acquisition of government publications, the importation of foreign
books during the course of the war, the
investigation of the Rider proposal for
the publication of microcards, and the
collection and distribution of books for
devastated libraries. The Association
has cooperated with other organizations
also through specially appointed representatives.

Services to Members
An outstanding characteristic of S.L.A.
has been the extent to which its organization and program have been designed
to serve the special and continuing needs
of its members. One of the Association's
greatest sources of strength is the fact
that a large proportion of its members
enjoy the privilege of frequent contact
with members of similar interest through
the Chapter and Group divisions of the
Association. The Executive Board and
Advisory Council of the Association
might well examine the activities of the
constituent Chapters and Groups for the
purpose of evaluating the effectiveness
with which they are planning and carrying out their special programs. If the
Association is to remain unified and well
balanced in its development, every Group
interest must be considered in the Chapter programs as well as in the national
program.
T o a very real degree the publications
of the Association represent a service to
the members. However, a more systematically planned program of publication,
directed at known lacks in the reference
equipment of our libraries, would
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strengthen the Association and make its
program more vita! to its Institutional
members.
The interests of individual members
of the Association are recognized in our
placement program. The Association is
particularly fortunate in the high quality
of service which is rendered by the Executive Secretary in the assistance given
both to individual members seeking positions and to Institutional members and
other employers seeking additions to
their staffs.
Continued cooperation
through Chapters and by individual
members can maintain this excellent
service.

Service to Business and Industry:
A Proposal for a Program
S. L. A. was originally conceived as
an organization to develop library service in the interest of businessmen. T o a
predominate degree that has been its
motive through the years of the Association's development. The majority of
the Association's publications have been
directed toward facilitating the informational services of libraries serving business and industry. Through the national
Headquarters and through the officers of
Chapters and Groups, expert advice has
been given to inquiring officers of private
concerns on the organization of library
facilities. But both in the field of publication and in the area of professional
advice, our services have been fragmentary in comparison with the potential
field for such service through the facilities of the Association. This is not to
discount in any way the high quality of
service rendered by the Association
rather than by its individual members.
During Mr. Hausdorfer's administration as President last year a Public Relations Committee was established to develop a program for informing business
and industry on the potentialities of
special library service. This Committee's
work has culminated in an effective brochure and in preliminary plans for distributing this to private corporations,
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trade associations and Chambers of Cornmerce potentially interested in the establishment of special libraries.
A t the March meeting of the Executive Board I proposed that a Committee
be established to study the development
of advisory service to business and industry, as a part of a formal program of
Special Libraries Association. This Committee has begun work on its assignment
and presented preliminary suggestions at
the open meeting of the Executive Board
and Advisory Council at this Conference.
With the intent of soliciting your support for the work of this Committee, but
without any desire to circumscribe the
character of its ultimate recommendations, I venture the opinion that this
Association has reached a stage in its
development when it should undertake
an active, well-rounded advisory service
to business and industry on the organization and administration of expert informational service through the facilities of
libraries. I purposely say "library" rather
than "special library," because I believe
it is not only appropriate but desirable
that S. L. A. encourage the development
of specialized informational service to
business and industry through every possible library facility-libraries
within the
organization of the corporation served,
libraries maintained by trade associations
o r Chambers of Commerce, and departmental libraries and subject specialists on
the staffs of tax-supported libraries.
The service which I have in mind
would involve the appointment of one
o r more specialists on our Headquarters
staff whose responsibilities would include :
1. Consultation with visitors a t the Headquarters Office and replies to correspondents
seeking information relative t o the establishment of special libraries;
2. Preliminary service of the informational
needs of specific groups ;
3. Development of detailed plans for the organization, equipment and staffing of new libraries, or advice on the selection of experts
qualified to make such recommendations ;
4. The review of the informational needs of
all types of businesses and industries and the
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review of available reference tools, to ascertain
needed bibliographical aids and other reference
publications which might be sponsored by
S. I,. A. in cooperation with other professional
organizations ;
5. The planning of and perhaps the preparation of special bibliographies of current materials and regularly scheduled columns in
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
and perhaps in the Technical
Book Review Index;
6. The maintenance of a roster of specialists
in informational service for all types of business
and industrial organizations who might be available for making surveys and advising on the
organization of any special libraries ; and
7. The coordination of all these activities
through S. L.A. Headquarters.

I t is my belief that Special Libraries
Association has reached a state of maturity which justifies the undertaking of a
positive and perhaps extensive program
for the development of library service to
business and industry. This program of
service may very well be organized on a
self-sustaining basis. Corporations in
need of the technical advice reauired in
the development of a new libraiy would
hardly hesitate to reimburse the Association for such service. I t is entirely possible that expert service of a high order
would justify fees which would, in turn,
aid in underwriting bibliographical and
publication projects of service not only
to the informational needs of the commercial world but also to independent
research workers in non-profit institutions. As a professional group we know
our strength, and we should be prepared
to venture it for large objectives.
OUR FOREIGN RELATIONS

I t sometimes comes about that presidents can report greater unanimity of
opinion on foreign relations than on
domestic problems. I t is my impression
that the reverse is true in h v case. Because of certain ferment in the area of
inter-association relationships, no report
of a President of S. L. A. could be complete at this time without reference to
the relationships of this Association to
other associations. As a prelude to certain departing suggestions which I would
like to make to S. L. A., it might be help-
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ful to sketch briefly how we came to
where we are.
Secession
In 1876 the libraries and the vocation
of librarianship reached a stage of development which led to the organization
of the American Library Association.
The common interests and the common
problems of librarians held the A. L. A.
together in one professional group for
more than three decades. In 1909 a small
group of librarians attending a conference of the American Library Association conferred with one another about
their interest in the problems of library
service to businessmen. They believed
that the special character of this library
service called for the organization of a
professional association devoted to the
development of such a service. They
acted on their belief. and the Special Libraries Association was founded. l t is
reasonable to assume, although 1 have
not checked the accuracy of the assumption, that there was a high degree of
common membership in A. L. A. and
S. L. A. by those librarians interested in
the development of this new field of library service.
State of Independence
I n the years which have intervened.
the S. L. A. has developed into a virile,
autonomous association, a large proportion of whose members are in special
libraries. Indeed, a very considerable proportion of the Association's membership
is interested exclusively in special libraries, at least insofar as the professional
interest of its members is represented by
affiliation with other library associations.
The Association has grown in stature,
and it has waxed strong in its influence
on the development of library service. In
its own right, on its own initiative, and
with its own resources, it is making extensive and important contributions to
library service.
Foreign Entanglenzents
I n spite of this state of independence,
there has continued a sufficient body of
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members of the Association who have
been interested in affiliation with other
library associations and, in particular,
with the American Library Association,
to have resulted in formal affiliation of
S.L. A. with that association. With respect to this affiliation, however, there
has not been unanimity of opinion. Within recent years there developed sufficient
inclination toward dissociation from this
affiliation to have led some members of
this Association to initiate the organization of a new national library association,
namely, the Council of National Library
Associations. There was much to argue
in favor of a new organization to take
the place of the American Library Association as a unifying professional force
to draw the now numerous associations
together in the common support of common professional problems. But in spite
of the cordial relationships which have
been developed and maintained under
the auspices of this new affiliation, there
remains to be faced-and
it should be
faced in the open-the fact that the purposes of the American Library Association and the purposes of the Council of
National Library Association overlap in
a very great degree. T o such extent as
the interests and programs of individual
associations overlap, and to such extent
as the purposes and programs of the
A. L. A. and the C. N. L. A. overlap,
there cannot help but result a dissipation
of the energies of individual librarians
and the energies of all librarians, as represented in our formal professional organizations.

Because of the common interest of our
associations in the general development
of library service in whatever areas service may be needed, the areas of operation
of our several associations have come to
overlap at many points. Unfortunately.
suspicions have been voiced that some of
our associations have not taken sufficient
care in the planning of their fields of
operation to avoid duplication of effort

S. L. A. REPORTS
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and conflicts in fields of operation. I t is
my belief that the purposes of none of
our associations are well served by a discussion of such matters in secret councils nor by an effort to ignore the existence of conflicting interests, either real
or imagined. F o r this reason I call to
your attention the substance of a letter
which was addressed to me by a member
of another association. The fact to which
I have just made reference is pointedly
illustrated by a quotation from this
letter: "S. L. A. has expanded in the
public library field, and the college and
university field." In a subsequent letter
the same writer stated: "I am much opposed to the A. L. A. going into the field
of business libraries. I am also opposed
to S. L. A. going into the field of college
and university libraries."
I quote these statements because I believe that they reflect a feeling of distrust between some of our associations,
which must not be ignored.
One World
Need we be reminded that librarians
have a common field of interest which
encompasses the problems of collection,
organization and preservation of the
documentary records of human experience ; the establishing of bibliographical
control over these records; the aiding of
all comers from casual readers to serious
researchers in the use of these materials ;
and, indeed, in great measure the actual
analysis and interpretation of their con-
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tents? There is one ~ r o f e s s i o nof librarianship. not many professions. W e are
too few in number, even were our forces
united and coordinated, to dissipate our
energies in conscious cultivation of our
differences. Rather should we face the
realities of the problem we must solve,
that of working together toward common
ends.
I t is my earnest recommendation to
this Association that it take the initiative
in calling a conference or conferences
between -re~resentativesof this Association and other associations to discuss this
common problem.
May I close this statement, my last official communication as President of
Special Libraries Association, with the
assurance that I have not hesitated to
speak openly and frankly about matters
which are currently being discussed. I
firmly believe that this Association has
fields of service of very great importance
to render to the entire profession of librarianship as well as the special clientele
which it serves through its members in
their individual libraries.
I conclude this report with the most
cordial expression of appreciation of the
honor which has been bestowed upon me
by the opportunity to serve in the office
of President of Special Libraries Association. I wish I might have made a contribution to the Association's work which
would reflect the importance of this
honor

REPORTS OF SECRETARY, TREASURER
AND EDITORS
SECRETARY

by the membership throughout the United

meetings Special Libraries Association ever
held is evidenced by the great interest shown

The Secretary has continued to bend every
effort toward making S. .,I A.'s Placement
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Service widely known and widely used. During the Association year of 1945-46, 315 positions were filled of the 509 listed. The most
active placement outside of New York has been
the Illinois Chapter with 28 positions filled and
the Washington, D. C. Chapter with 27. Some
placements have been made by almost all Employment Chairmen but with correspondingly
less activity in the smaller Chapters.
The Secretary has found a most serious
difficulty in trying to move librarians from one
part of the United States to another or from
Canada to the United States and vice versa
when there has been no possibility of personal
interviews. However, in such instances, there
generally have been enough qualified local persons to fill the positions, since employers were
either not willing to pay travel expenses for
applicants living a t a distance o r refused to
allow applicants to pay their own expenses for
a n interview, as they felt that this obligated
them to some extent.
Great effort has been expended during the
past year in raising the general level of all
special library salaries both in positions open
and for persons needing salary adjustment in
their present work. Mrs. Stebbins wrote letters
to a t least 25 employers (at the request of the
librarian or some company executive) quoting
recent salaries in similar companies. She was
successful in every instance in obtaining increases from $5 to $15 a week, as evidenced by
a letter from a librarian in industry:
"Since our communication with your office, our Laboratory has made wage adjustments to compensate for the difference
between the 48 and the 40 hour week . . .
and you will note my own salary has taken
a jump . . . I am certain a large share
was due to your correspondence . . . because the management has suddenly become aware that what I have been preaching for the last year has a definite basis
and plenty of statistics to back it. Thank
you for the efforts you have already expended."
and from a member in a social science library:
"I am sure you will be gratified to know
that your letter giving salaries for various
job classifications was helpful to us in our
efforts to raise salaries. The Chairman of
the Library Budget Committee was delighted with it and used the figures you
quoted in presenting the Library budget to
the Executive Officers . . . W e have been
granted increases which bring our salaries
more in line with the figures you quoted."
For the last two years the Secretary has
been unable to fill any professional positions at
less than $2,000 starting salary while a t the
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present time there a r e very few persons available under $2,200 to $2,400. A salary survey of
the membership was undertaken in January and
the figures and conclusions were printed in the
May-June issue of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES.
Reprints
are available and will be used to carry on the
campaign for proper salaries.
The Secretary is continuing to cooperate
with the Department of State in securing librarians for the American Information Centers
abroad, and with the U. S. Army in securing
librarians for both Europe and the F a r East. T O
date seven S. L. A. members are enroute to
Japan, Korea and the Philippines, with new
appointments expected. A special effort has
been made to place returning veterans with
library experience and/or training. S o far five
veterans have been placed a t salaries of $200
to $1,500 a year better than those they had
before entering the armed forces. That this
service is appreciated is shown by the following
note from a Navy Lieutenant:
"You were very nice to my wife when
she was looking for a position in New
York and now you more than went out of
your way to assist me. W e are very grateful to you and to the Special Libraries
Association. I think special libraries has
the brightest future of any branch of library service."
At present there seems to be no lessening
in the need for trained librarians as there a r e
very few qualified candidates available, particularly in the younger age groups. That the
efforts to produce better opportunities for members as well as good candidates for openings
a r e being appreciated is evidenced by the many
letters pouring into the Headquarters Office
daily. A college librarian writes :
"You have a reputation for producing
good library assistants when no one else
can do so, and I a m accordingly running
the risk of cluttering up your mail with
another request."
The Personnel Department Head of a large industrial concern says :
"May I take this opportunity to thank
you and the members of your staff for the
splendid cooperation you have exhibited in
helping us to fill this position. W e received
resumPs and applications from several
highly qualified persons through your organization, and - was employed only after
an extensive study of the applications submitted."

A veteran writes :
"I have not forgotten your generous
and unrelenting aid in getting me situated.
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I want to thank you and tell you that I
shall always give the best that is in me no
matter where I work."
A returned WAVE said :
"A satisfied customer is happy to say
that your efforts and interest have borne
fruit and that, as of 15 April, she will be
gainfully employed. Encouraging people
seems to be a Special Libraries Association
trait. Let me thank you . . . and your
staff for your welcome and effective assistance."
A member in a government Iibrary wrote:
"You have done so much for salaries in
placing librarians and I wish to add my
appreciation for your spirit and drive in
helping these levels. Let us hope for professional conviction to support the standards you have helped to raise. My admiration and thanks go to you with this
letter."
A recent library school graduate speaks:
"I write a t the suggestion of-Director
of-University,
who tells me 'there is no
other library group so obliging, aggressive,
progressive, friendly, genuinely helpful.' H e
thinks a lot of you, and I respect his opinion profoundly."

A college librarian states :
"I want you to know how much I, personally, appreciate your letter of March 13
recommending 15 people for the position
of . . . you and your organizations are certainly to be congratulated on your efficiency and competence in your placement
service. I t was indced heartening to receive such a fine list of people, a t a time
when I had almost despaired of finding anyone . . . after almost one year of searching. Why can't other . . . organizations do
a better job of helping us find suitable
people to fill our positions, in spite of the
well-known scarcity of trained librarians? I
am proud of membership in such a splendid
organization as yours."
Although no Chairman of the Training and
Professional Activities Committee was appointed for the year 1945-46, the Secretary
continued to give as many career talks as possible, and to mail out hundreds of copies of the
three career leaflets This Might B e You, Sonzething Special and Special Librarianship as a
Career, thus interesting school and college students in the special library field. Mrs. Stebbins
spoke before the students of Columbia University School of Library Service on December
19, 1945, Smith College students on February
12, 1946 and Syracuse University Library
School on April 16.
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The Secretary visited Boston Chapter on
January 28, Western New York on April 16,
and members of the Albany Chapter on April
17, 1946. She also attended various Group Hnd
Chapter meetings in New York and meetings
called by the Army on veterans, American Association of the United Nations, the Department of State and the Library Public Relations
Council. The Secretary has also acted as consultant in setting up new libraries and reorganizing former ones, i I addition to suggesting candidates for positions. She would like to
spend a great deal more time in the field, meeting members who cannot visit the Executive
Office, doing personnel work in other parts of
the U. S. and Canada, as she feels that these
activities are particularly important. That such
work is needed is shown by the following:
"We thank you very much indeed for the
interest you have shown in our new Division of Occupational Information and
Guidance by- -your letter . . . and the material you sent us under separate cover.
You have really sent us some material that
is not only interesting but will be of definite help to us in our efforts to assist the
youth of Nebraska to orient themselves."
T h e Secretary is cooperating with local
Chambers of Commerce in finding qualified
persons for regional business libraries or as
specialists on small public library staffs to serve
industry where individual organizations cannot
support separate libraries. T h e publishing of
the publicity brochure by the Public Relations
Committee this month will undoubtedly act as
a n impetus in this field.
BY S. I,. A. HEADQUARTERS
MATERIAL
LOANED
Three hundred and fifty-nine classifications
and 25 manuals were loaned from the collection during the past Association year-an
increase of 90 classifications over the same period
a year ago. The mimeographed list of schemes
available on loan has stimulated considerable
interest in the collection and new material is
being added whenever possible. Copies of this
list have been donated to representatives of the
Bibliotheque National in Paris, the International Federation of Documentation in Holland
and to a Swedish librarian, all of whom visited
the Executive Office during the past few weeks.
Sixty-one books and 17 house organs were
loaned from the professional literature library
during the year just ended and several new publications were added by donation and purchase.
New equipment added a t Headquarters includes two typewriters, two typewriter desks,
one typewriter chair, two steel file cabinets
and two germicidal lamps. The office space
occupied by S. L. A. is entirely inadequate
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since a staff of eight now works in the space SPECIAL LIBRARIES
and also because of the
formerly occupied by two. There is no privacy fact that expenses of Special Library Resources,
for interviewing by the Secretary or by prosVolumes 2-4, were being met out of current inpective employers who occasionally use the come before publication. Several recommendaoffice for this purpose, and the noise made when
tions of the auditor were adopted by the Executhe addressograph and graphotype machines are
tive Board: a special budget for S. L. R., v. 2-4
being operated makes it impossible to carry on has been prepared; a number system of mema normal conversation. Absenteeism due to
bership started in the summer of 1946; and Fire
crowded quarters and poor ventilation rose t o Insurance contracted to cover equipment, stock
8 full weeks during the winter just passed not and supplies.
including Mrs. Stebbins' own absence of six
S. L. A. PUBLICATIONS
weeks due to pneumonia.
The work of the Headquarters Office was
All publications in print show a healthy
considerably handicapped during this period
profit with the two 1945 publications, Classijiand it was not until April 1 that it was poscation and Cataloging o f Maps and Atlases and
sible to complete the backlog. Considerable List of Subject Headings for Chemistry Lichanges in personnel also took place during the braries, netting a profit to date of $921.82 and
year but it is hoped that the present members $524.09, respectively. T h e Handbook of Comof the staff, all of whom are very competent, mercial, Financial & Information Services has
will continue. Mrs. Elsa Wagner Nugent was
just gone out of print after selling 1,008 copies
appointed September 17, 1945 as Managing for a profit of $1,289.93. The Secretary recomEditor of SPECIALLIBRARIESand Publications
mends that since this publication is still in
Assistant. Since this work does not require demand consideration be given to offsetting 500
full time, she also assists the Secretary in inadditional copies. On May 31, 1946, a total of
terviewing and recommending candidates for $2,551.70 was outstanding in bills for Volumes
positions.
2-4 Special Library Resources and $3,077.53
had been received in paid orders. With the pubThe membership count in S. L. A. showed a
lication of Volume 2 in May 1946, the amount
tremendous jump during the past year with a
in bills will be substantially reduced and new
total of 4,337 members on May 20 as compared to 3,916 a year ago-an increase of 421 sales should be made as soon as the publicity
-an excellent showing. A membership list was material is issued. Volumes 3 and 4 will be
distributed free of charge in January to all ready for distribution in the fall of 1946, climaxS. L. A. members receiving SPECIALLIBRARIES. ing six years of work on this four-volume set.
The number of subscriptions t o SPECIAL
LII n order t o save time and money, S. L. A.
purchased a graphotype machine in 1944 for cut- BRARIES is the highest ever with 444 subscripting addressograph plates to keep the member- tions on March 31, 1946. Copies are now going
ship and subscription lists up to date. When this to China, Egypt, 33 to England, France, Holland, India, 4 t o New Zealand, Norway, Paleswork was first undertaken, it required the half
time of one person, now it is more than a full- tine, 7 to South Africa, 9 to South America,
Sweden and 23 to Russia. Although there were
time job and requires the assistance of another
1,199 subscriptions to Technical Book Review
person. The Secretary would like t o urge the cooperation of the members in keeping this work Index on March 31st, approximately 200 are
being cancelled due to closing of Army Air
to a minimum. After every general mailing
(bills, ballots, convention, etc.), the Office is Force centers. Forty-six new subscriptions, howswamped with changes of address, from office ever, were added through the special $5.00 introductory offer given January I-March
31,
to home and vice versa, in room numbers, titles,
1946 to new subscribers in educational institustreet addresses and so on. Eleven different
operations are required in order to notify Chap- tions. Considerable interest is evidenced in
T B R I abroad with copies now going to Auters and Groups of one single change of adstralia, China, Egypt, Ireland, 11 to England,
dress, which costs, on the average, 754 in time
and materials. Therefore, when an Associate Holland, India, Italy, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, 6 t o South Africa, 11 to Swemember paying $2 in dues, moves 7 times in
den and 25 to Russia. S. L,. A. has recently
one year, as has happened, the Association faces
donated, gratis, copies of SPECIALLIBRARIES
to
a serious loss.
the Moscow State Institute for Library Science,
Finances are still in very healthy condition,
however, with the March 31, 1946 Statement to the Indian Library Association in Lahore,
India, to the International Federation of Docushowing expenses running under the budget in
LIthe amount of $993.19 and income over the mentation in Holland and both SPECIAL
BRARIES and T B R I to the Science Library, Bubudget by $47.3&a most welcome indication of
a good year. The auditor's report for 1945 reau of Science, in Manila.
showed an excess of expenditure over income of
Advertising in SPECIALLIBRARIEShas con$1,133.57, caused by the high cost of printing tinued to break all previous records with a
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total of $6,312 in advertisements paid or
TREASURER
contracted in 1945-46 as compared with $5,170
Part I of the Treasurer's Report represents
the previous year-an increase of $1,142. The the financial activities of the Association for the
total advertising revenue for 1945 was $5,318.17 calendar year 1945, and Part 11, the financial
-$40.17 over the extra high budget set for the transactions of the Association for the Adminyear. The March 31 Statement shows $1,806.65 istrative year 1945-1946.
received from advertising in the first three
Since detailed information is available to any
months of 1 9 4 6 a n excellent indication of an- interested S. L. A. member at S. L. A. Headother good year for SPECIALLIBRARIES.Rev- quarters, no attempt is made here to present a
enue by issues has been:
complete picture. This report gives only the
1945
high lights of financial transactions.
July-August ......................$ 585
September ........................ 486
October .............................. 1,004
November .......................... 642
INCOME:
The income of the Association for the
December .......................... 531
year 1945 was derived from the following
1946
sources :
January ................................ $603
Dues .......................... $20,226.63
February .............................. 548
Publications ............ 21,798.28
March .................................. 535
Other income ..........
630.91
April .................................... 704
$42,655.82
May- June ............................ 704
EXPENDITURES:
The expenditures for the year
During the Association year just passed, ten1945 consisted of the following:
time contracts have been received from former
Operating (Chapter,
advertisers for two 1-page ads, one % page, two
Group & Committee
pages, plus one three-time ad for a
budgets, General operations, Travel and
page, and % page ten times, amounting to
$825. New advertisers in SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
promotion, Publicacontracted for seven full pages, one ten-time
tions, Convention) ....$43,350.22
contract for 1 page, one four-time contract, eight
Reserve ........................ 2,312.50
% pages, seven Z/4 pages and one % page, for
Capital expenditures .... 439.17
a total of $1,817.
$46,101.89
LIBRARIES RESUMB: Excess of ExThe Secretary finds that SPECIAL
is continually becoming better known as a n
penditures over Income 3,446.07
excellent medium for advertising. She asks the
Excess of Operating
cooperation of all members in suggesting the
and Capital Expennames of prospective advertisers and in giving
ditures over Income
information about unreliable and unethical firms
($3,446.07 less Refrom whom advertising should not be accepted.
serve of $2,312.50) 1,133.57
S. L. A. should be able to recommend any of FUNDS:
On December 31,
its advertisers without qualifications and should
1945, the Special Funds
not include any doubtful organizations. T o date,
of the Association conevery indication shows that the revenue from
sisted of the following :
advertising in SPECIALLIBRARIESin the next
I.
RESERVEFUNDS
:
few months will continue at the same high
Bank accounts (2)
level.
..........$10,119.06
CONCLUSION
U. S. Govt.
In closing, the Secretary wishes to express
securities inher appreciation of the cooperation received in
cluding accarrying on the activities at the S. L. A. Excrued interecutive Office from the members of the Office
est .......... 20,045.54 $30,164.60
staff, the national President, Mr. Henkle, members of the Executive Board and from the membership at large, who are unfailing in their
PART
I1
support of the work at Headquarters. She asks
JUNE 1, 1945-MAY 31, 1946
that the membership be even more vocal in
their requests during the year to come so that INCOME:Balance on hand,
the Executive Office may truly be of the greatJune 1, 1945......................$14,294.94
est possible assistance to every S. L. A. member
Receipts, June 1, 1945
-May 31, 1946........ 48,593.84
no matter where he or she may be located.
KATHLEENB. STEBBINS
$62,888.78
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June
S

1,
1945-May 31, 1946..........................
S . L. A. BANK BALANCE,May 31,
1946 ...................................................
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pages from 36 to 32 so as to reduce the cost of
the magazine. The Editor regrets the necessity
for this cut, as frequently an article which was
14,659.00 originally planned to be included in a certain
issue has to be held over-this is particularly
PALTL
GAY
awkward if an issue is to be devoted to a special
subject. However, with the present high prices,
EDITOR OF SPECIAL LIBRARIES
it seems to be the only remedy.
A t the meeting of the S . L. A. Executive
Before bringing this report to a close, I want
Board in October 1945, the Editor suggested
several changes in the editorial policy of SPECIAL to express my appreciation for the gracious
assistance accorded me by Mrs. Stebbins and by
LIBRARIESSO that she could be relieved of her
Mrs. Nugent a t S . L. A. Headquarters as well
duties by January 1, 1946. After a discussion of
as by Jean Macalister and Bettina Peterson,
her report, it was voted to change the policy of
the magazine but to ask her to continue as Associate Editors. On January 1, 1946, Miss
Peterson resigned her position to be married
Editor and to serve as Chairman of a newly
appointed Sub-committee on SPECIAL
LIBRARIES, and one of my assistants, Esther Brown, who
has been of inestimable help to me in editing
thus bringing SPECIAL
LIBRARIESunder the
jurisdiction of the Publications Governing Com- the magazine, replaced her on the Editorial
Staff.
mittee, as would also be the T B R I Committee.
ALMA C. MITCHILZ
The physical and managerial aspect of the
magazine, i. e., dummying, proof-reading, dealings with the printer, etc., would be performed
OF "SPECIAL LIBRARIAN
at S. L. A. Headquarters by Mrs. Elsa Wagner EDITOR
PAGE," IN WILSON LIBRARY BULLETIN
Nugent, newly appointed S. L. A. Editorial
Assistant, and the Editor would be responsible AND S. L. A. REPRESENTATIVE TO
THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
for securing articles for publication and for
editing all material, except advertisements, that
During the past publishing year the followappeared in the magazine. This new arrangeing articles have appeared in the "Special Liment was described fully in the January 1946 brarian Page" in the Wilsolt Bulletin: "Hospital
issue of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,pages 25-26.
Library Service by a Public Library," by Miss
Margaret Wallace, Gary, Indiana, in October
I n accordance with this change, the Sub1945 ; "The Library of the American-Russian
committee on SPECIAI,
LIBRARIES
met a t S. L.
A. Headquarters on December 13, 1945, to dis- Institute," by Miss Toby Cole, Librarian, in
cuss the future policies of the magazine. One November 1945; and "The Music Library of
of the suggestions made at this meeting was the 58th St. Branch, N. Y. Public Library," by
Miss Gladys E. Chamberlain, Librarian, m
that each Committee member be responsible for
April 1946.
submitting monthly to Mrs. Nugent a t least four
items for the "Events and Publications" DeThat two other articles, planned for and
partment, which would also include important written, did not appear, must be laid a t the door
references to forthcoming books, thus eliminat- of the Editor of the "Page," and not to any
ing the "Forecast of Forthcoming Books" collack of cooperation by the Editor of the Wilson
umn. The column on "Activities of Chapters
Bulletin. Articles by Miss Elizabeth H. Burkey,
and Groups" was also to be discontinued and on "Special Library Resources of Western New
notes on unusual activities of these units would
'S70rk" and by Miss A k a M. Grim on "Special
appear under "Announcements.'~
Library Resources of the Puget Sound Region,"
During the year certain issues have been de- were casualties not so much of pressure of more
voted to definite subjects. I n 1945 the one for material nor of paper shortage, but of failure by
July-August contained articles on Museum li- the Editor of the "Page" to meet deadlines, bebraries ; that for September, papers relating to cause of the demands of overtime work and lack
Advertising; the one for November was of in- of typing facilities. These contributions were so
terest to Financial librarians. I n 1946 the March cordially submitted by their authors and were
issue was a memorial to Marion Kappes, a t such interesting introductions to our new Chapone time Chairman of the Biological Sciences
ters that the Editor is very regretful that they
have had to wait over until next year. They are
Group, and included papers by members of that
Group; the one for April was devoted to Social now in Miss Loizeaux's hands and they will
Science. Other issues were of a general nature
constitute a very worth-while bequest to next
year's "Page" Editor.
and that for October 1945 was the Proceedings
number.
Association with the Wilson Bulhtin's editor,
Miss Loizeaux, has been a very pleasant feaDue to the fact that the cost of printing has
risen considerably over the past year, it was ture of this assignment, as were also meetings
with Mr. Wilson, Miss Edith M. Phelps, the
decided for 1946, whenever possible, to cut the
48,229.78
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Secretary, and other members of The Wilson Co.
All have repeatedly and most cordially urged
me to call again, and only distances and lack
of time have prevented my repeating the visit.
I definitely feel that it is valuable for S. L. A.
to have a special representative to The H. W.
Wilson Co., but since libraries are that Company's chief concern, it seems to me there remains little definite work for a representative
to do. Perhaps a representative who would be
free to make personal contacts between special
librarians, who might have suggestions for
changes in the Company's services for Mr. Wilson and Miss Phelps, could be of greater assistance in interpreting and presenting such ideas
and wishes. Certainly Mr. Wilson and Miss
Phelps are always open to suggestions and ex-
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pressions of opinion about what special librarians want. At the time I visited them, we had
just presented a survey of opinion among special librarians regarding the subject hcadings
and coverage of the Indexcs, begun and mostly
carried out by Miss Mary McLean when she
was Special Representative. This was most
carefully considered by Miss Phelps and we trust
it had some practical value to The Wilson Co.
My recommendation is that the ideal Representative would be someone like Miss Towner,
who is free from the involvements of day-byday demands of a full-time library job. One of
LIBRARIES
the Editorial Committee of SPECIAL
might be an excellent choice for Editor of our
"Page" in the Wilson Library Bulletin.
MARGARET
BONNELL.

REPORTS OF CHAPTERS, GROUPS,
COMMITTEES AND SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVES
CHAPTERS
BALTIMORE
The Baltimore Chapter has been comparatively inactive during the past year with very
poor attendance a t meetings. The 1945-46 officers a r e being held over until the fall when it
is hoped there will be a sufficient quorum to
conduct a business meeting.
HOMERHALVORSON,
President
The Boston Chapter held nine meetings in
1945-46 and issued nine Bulletins. The total
membership, local and national, now stands a t
405, the largest in the history of the Boston
Chapter. The activities of the year were directed toward bringing oldtimers back into the
Chapter and preparing for the 1946 S. L. A.
Convention.
DONALDT . CLARK,President
The Cincinnati Chapter held five meetings
during the year. With the end of World W a r
11, and the consequent easing of transportation
facilities, it was decided that the Chapter resume its pre-war practice of visiting various libraries in the Cincinnati area.
President
GERTRUDE
BLOOMER,
Three projects were undertaken this year by
the Cleveland Chapter: (1) T o develop region-

al awareness of special librarians through joint
meetings and participation with other professional groups, (2) T o plan a long term educational and recruiting program for special librarians, and (3) T o issue a Chapter Handbook and Membership List.
The first project was accomplished: (1) by
initiating a joint meeting with the Library Club
of Cleveland and vicinity, to which the Michigan, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh Chapters of S.
L. A. were invited, to hear Dr. Luther Evans,
Librarian of the Library of Congress, (2) by
providing the program for one session of a
regional meeting of the Ohio Library Association, and (3) by conducting a Clinic on Special
Library Technique at the state-wide meeting of
the Ohio Library Association.
The second project was carried out as follows: A conference was held with the President of the local chapter of the National Vocational Guidance Association presenting the
special library field and the need for developing
workers for this field. As a result, an invitation
to speak before a chapter meeting of the association was extended. This had three specific reresults: a request for a speaker a t a vocational
conference in one of the high schools, which was
filled, and two requests for individual conferences with professional counsellors, which were
granted.
The third project is now ready for publication.
ROSE VORMELKER,
President
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With nearly a year having elapsed since the
finish of the war, the Connecticut Chapter is beginning to find time once again for its peacetime projects. Better attendance a t meetings has
been noticeable, which denotes that people have
more leisure and better transportation.
Four meetings were held during 1945-46 and
four Chapter Bulletins were issued. Each meeting had excellent publicity in seven local newspapers. A t the Chapter's third meeting, the
members had as their guest speaker, Dr. Luther
Evans, Librarian of The Library of Congress.
An exhibit of S. L. A. publications was displayed a t the Connecticut School Library Book Fair
in May.
Five forms were filled out for the National
S. L. A. Committee to bring up to date the records for the years 1941 to 1945-46. Although the
Chapter President has obtained the permission
for the Chapter to have its archives housed in
the Connecticut State Library nothing more
than the transferal of material has been attempted a t the present time. The discarding and assembling of non-sorted files will have to be the
work of the incoming archivist. Only a working
file is to be held by each officer hereafter.
EVELYN
BUTLER,Presidenl
GREATERST. LOUIS
The Greater St. Louis Chapter held five meetings during the year, one of which was a joint
meeting with the Missouri Library Association.
Twenty-three new members were added.
A project, begun some time ago, A Directory
of Special Libraries in the St. Louis Area, has
been completed and the Chapter is very proud
of the finished product and also of the resulting
sales.
A N N AIRENEMARTEN,President
ILLINOIS
Eight monthly meetings were held by the
Illinois Chapter and the Bulletin, financed
largely by advertising, was issued five times.
There was a net increase of 45 members.
I n addition to its special program, the newly
created Public Relations Committee secured
articles about special libraries for monthly publication in Illinois Libraries, published by the
Illinois State Library. The Postwar Service
Committee's (formerly W a r Activities) main
contribution was the sponsoring of a Sunday
morning U.S.O. breakfast. Lists of duplicate
exchange material were offered in the Informant and approximately 1500 items were exchanged, with 20 libraries contributing material which was distributed to 28 other libraries.
The Advertising Group was formed in June
1945. I t has had several round table discussion
meetings. Its main activity has been the compilation of a monthly list of new publications
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of interest to its members. The list is called
What's Nezu. The Biological Sciences Group
is receiving contributions for the S. L. A. Scholarship Loan Fund in memory of Miss Marion
Kappes, who, until her death in December 1945,
was one of its most enthusiastic members. T h e
Science-Technology Group has started on a n
ambitious series of programs including visits t o
many of its member libraries. I t is also sponsoring a n educational exhibit in connection with
the National Chemical Exposition to be held in
the Coliseum in Chicago in September.
The Chapter has not begun any new projects
this year, rather it has been "catching its
breath" after finishing its Union List of Periodicals and its contributions to the Directory
of Libraries in the Chicago Area last year.
WILMATROXEL,
President
INDIANA
The Indiana Chapter of Special Libraries
Association held five meetings during the year
with attendance ranging from 45 to 60 members
a t each meeting. The first meeting was a luncheon held a t the time of the Indiana Library
Association meeting in order that many outof-town members who might be in Indianapolis
could attend. Five issues of SLAnt, the Chapter's Bulletin, were issued.
One of the Chapter's policies is to put new
members to work on some one of the committees which soon makes of them staunch supporters of the Association. Every attempt is made
to spread the committee work of the Chapter
throughout its entire membership, avoiding any
concentration within a small group.
The Chapter fostered a recruiting for special
libraries by devoting space in the Chapter's
Bulletin and by providing literature available
from the national Association.
The Chapter recommends that a brochure be
,. A. activities,
issued by Headquarters on S. I
stressing particularly its services and their advantages to members. This brochure would be
particularly for distribution to new Chapter
members.
GLENNR. MAYNARD,
President
MICHIGAN
The Michigan Chapter held six meetings and
issued seven numbers of its Bulletin. The total
membership remained the same a t 143. A
Science-Technology Group and Medical Librarians Group have been formed and it is planned
to revitalize the Advertising Group. The Union
List of Periodicals, which has been underway
for several years, will be sent to the printer in
the fall.
Chapter members cooperated with the Michigan Library Association in holding a "Recruiting for Librarianship" meeting on March 14,
1946, for the vocational counselors in Metro-
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politan Detroit schools. There were about 100
in attendance.
The Michigan Chapter enjoyed the hospitality of the Cleveland Chapter on two different
occasions, one in October 1945 and again in
April 1946 at joint meetings held in Cleveland.
LOUISEC. GRACE,President
MILWAUKEE
During the year the Milwaukee Chapter held
four regular meetings and published its Bulletin
twice. The first issue of the Bulletin contained
the Chapter's Membership List.
I n order t o promote the organization of
special libraries and to increase the interest of
all Chapter members in the work of S. L. A. the
Membership Committee sent circular letters and
folders describing S. L. A. to various industrial
organizations in this area.
The work on the Union List of Periodicals
for Milwaukee is progressing slowly. Fifty libraries were invited to send lists of their holdings and 25 per cent of the cards have been returned. Many of the libraries are working on
their lists but due to smaller staffs and additional duties the cards have not been completed.
CONSTANCE
WEIRICK,President
The Minnesota Chapter has had a stimulating
year of professional meetings, in addition to
growth in membership which has increased
from 88 on June 1, 1945, to 100 on May 7, 1946.
Five meetings were held during the year, including a joint meeting with the Twin City Library Club. Although the Chapter dispensed
with feature speakers, it enjoyed short talks by
the librarians of the special libraries visited,
followed by a careful study of the libraries and
their special services.
The Chapter's project, a Union List of Current Periodical Accessions in Minnesota Libraries, has about reached completion; and
practical arrangements are now under way for
its use as a master file on cards, to be kept up
to date, and made easily accessible for quick
reference through the courtesy of the Brown
and Bigelow staff.
Feeling that this new Minnesota Chapter
has now grown into adult organization, it has
made several constitutional changes. The VicePresident becomes President-Elect, and his duties no longer include that of Bulletin Editor.
The Editor and the Archivist will be Executive Board appointments.
The Chapter is most pleased to announce
that through the courtesy of Mr. Lee Zimmerman, Director of the Library Division, State
Department of Education, Minnesota Libraries
will in the near future devote a special issue
to the Minnesota Chapter, its libraries and their
history.
RUTH M. JEDERMANN,
President
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MONTREAL
The year showed Montreal Chapter to be
engaged in a very profitable and pleasurable
program which stirred its membership to active
participation. Six meetings were held and three
numbers of the Bulletin issued. Eighteen new
members were added, an increase of 27 per cent.
An Executive Board meeting and three joint
Executive Committee Chairmen meetings were
held with a view of studying internal matters
of the Chapter and possibilities to insure its
growth and development.
As its opening activity the Chapter accepted
an invitation to take part as guests in the
Quebec Library Association Convention. A Reference Library Section, under the Chairmanship of the President of the Montreal Special
Libraries Association, was held accordingly.
Other Chapter activities include: the revision of the Current Periodicals in Montreal
Libraries, jointly sponsored by Q. L. A. and
M. S. L. A.; and the publication in a pocketsize form of the Constitution of the M. S. L. A.;
placement of fellow-librarians in numerous local
and out-of-town libraries ; cooperation with the
Canadian Library Council in the preparation of
a draft constitution for the purpose of forming
a Canadian Library Association.
PAULHOUDE, President
NEW JERSEY
During the season of 1945-46, the New Jersey Chapter has held eight meetings covering a
wide range of programs, directed toward the
various interests represented in the group. I t
has also issued a monthly Bulletin.
The high light of the year was the dinner
meeting in May at which Dr. Luther H. Evans,
Librarian of the Library of Congress, was guest
speaker. This meeting was attended by over 100
librarians from 11 New Jersey counties.
Four projects were completed during the
year: a Membership List; a Code of Procedure
for Committee Chairmen; binding of the Chapter Bulletins for the first ten years; and a file
of offices held by members. Plans are underway
for an educational program next year.
HELENG. BUZZELL,
President
NEW Y ~ R K
This year the New York Chapter celebrated
its 30th anniversary with a dinner at which
there were 16 past-Chapter presidents. Four
other Chapter meetings, with an average attendance of 175, were held. In addition, the 12
Groups each held three to four meetings.
The Advertising Group repeated its course
in "Advertising Sources" which was given last
year with so much success.
The Chapter is following the national plan
regarding Group affiliations. Therefore, in order
to advise all members of Group meetings, a
monthly postal listing meetings for the ensuing
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month is sent to the entire membership. This
postcard supplements the N e w Y o r k Chapfcr
N e w s which is issued six times a year, October
through June. Five issues announce meetings
and the sixth covers advertising contracts. Although the advertising does not pay the cost of
the Chapter N e w s , it does help defray expenses.
The Chapter now has a membership of 1,132.
Among the new libraries is that of the United
Nations and Mr. Gerould, the Librarian, has
been offered the facilities of libraries in the
New York area.
Informal monthly luncheon meetings were
held in three different sections of the city and
in the fall, for the first time, the Chapter gave a
tea for new members to meet the Chapter oficers.
T h e duplicate exchange service has been
continued and has a membership of 60 each
paying $2 for four lists. By having the clerical
work done by Chapter members this service
pays for itself.
I n two instances the Executive Board has
departed from regular Chapter activities. First
when the New York City budget was being
revised, telegrams were sent to key members
of the City Council in an endeavor to have the
salaries of city librarians raised and thus, it is
hoped, raise all library salaries. T h e second
was a circular letter asking all members to contribute $1 for the purchase of food for the
needy abroad. About 230 people contributed
and $485 was forwarded to the American
Friends Service Committee, with the request
that this be used for the purchase of iood.
FANNIE
SIMON, President

PHILADELPHIA
COUNCIL
The Special Libraries Council of Philadelphia and Vicinity has the following high lights
to report for the year 1945-46:
The Committee on World W a r I1 Documents made a survey to determine what Philadelphia libraries were doing and planning to do
with their war documents; it defined "war
documents" and formulated a plan for coordinating and centralizing these valuable materials.
A complete account of the project has been published in the April 1946 issue of T h e Pennsylvania Magazine o f History and Biography.
I n addition to the report on the "World W a r
I1 Documents in the Philadelphia Area," the
Committee on Community Cooperation prepared
a n article on "Libraries in the War" for publication in the December 1945 issue of Philadelphia, the magazine of the Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trade of Philadelphia. Two
other publication projects are well underway:
a cook book containing the members' favorite
recipes (this project was later dropped) and
the seventh edition of the Directory of Libraries
and Information Sources.

A new Committee formed this year was the
Advisory Committee on Library Opportunities.
I t has functioned on a n informal basis with the
objective of acquainting those interested in library opportunities in the Philadelphia area
with (1) types of service available, (2) personal professional affiliation open to those engaged in library service, (3) possible library
contacts which might be investigated, and (4)
prevailing conditions of librarianship in this
vicinity. Since the objective of the Committee
is to act in an advisory capacity rather than as
a placement service, no personnel records were
kept and a11 prospective employers and job
seekers were referred to S. I,. A. Headquarters.
The Liaison Committee of the Science-Technology Group made a film strip showing special
library services in the Philadelphia area. Libraries represented in this film include industrial, government, public departmental, university departmental and non-profit institution libraries.
Four Institutional members have been added
during the year. The membership of the Philadelphia Council on May 1 was national 230,
local 56.
LURASHORB,
President

PITTSBURGH
The Pittsburgh Chapter held five general
meetings during the year; the Science-Technology Group held three meetings and the University and College, two. Four issues of the Chapter Bulletin were published with expenses partly
covered by advertising. Fifteen Active members
and one Institutional member were added to
the Chapter's membership.
The Chapter's Educational Program for the
year 1945-46 was a course in Cataloging taught
by Stella M. Vetter, Librarian, Mines Safety
Appliances Company. Five weekly classes were
held during October and November in the lecture rooms a t Carnegie Library School and a t
hlellon Institute. There were 26 enrollments,
representing 21 libraries. A s the group consisted of trained and untrained librarians (over half
of the group being library school graduates) the
lectures were planned to serve as a n introductory course as well as a refresher course. A
tuition fee of $5 was charged, the entire amount
being turned over to the lecturer a t the end of
the course.
Eight large cartons of periodicals were forwarded to the American Book Center in care
of the Library of Congress. The postage was
paid for by the donors. A shipment was also
made to the Netherlands Institute of Engineers
and Technicians.
The Chapter's Union List of Periodicals is
in process of preparation.
GERALDINE
D. ANDERSON,
President
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I t seems appropriate to preface this first annual report of the Puget Sound Chapter with a
brief history. I n the fall of 1944 four members
of the staff of the University of Washington,
who were also members of S. L. A., agreed to
look into the possibility of organizing a local
chapter. Names of all S. L.A. members in
the Pacific Northwest were secured from S. L.
A. Headquarters and a mailing list of librarians
who might be interested was prepared. A group
of about 25 were loosely organized into a club
which met twice during the winter. A Constitution and Organizing Committee went to work,
and in the spring of 1945 the Chapter was officially recognized with 24 national and 17 local
members. There are now 73 national members,
four of which are Institutional. The Chapter
includes members in Oregon, Washington and
British Columbia.
Five dinner meetings were held and one annual business meeting, with an average attendance of 35. One "Want List" was published in
the Bulletin which was issued twice, and other
lists are being prepared. The Constitution and
By-Laws were printed through the cooperation
of the Washington State Printer. Future projects include a membership directory, survey of
existing libraries and a study of business, banking and technical firms, which might be interested in establishing libraries.
GERTRUDE
MINSK, President

SANFRANCISCO
BAY REGION
San Francisco Bay Region Chapter has
shown steady growth during the war years.
Membership now stands a t 170 ( 9 Institutional,
1 Sustaining, 94 Active, 66 Associate). Thirty
new members, including seven transfers from
other Chapters, were added during the year.
Eight dinner meetings were held with a n overall
attendance of 50.
T w o Duplicate Exchange Lists have been
issued and plans are now in progress whereby
these lists will be prepared in cooperation with
the Southern California Chapter.
A basic card file is being maintained for the
Union List of Periodicals from which a revision
or supplement can be compiled should the demand warrant it.
A joint meeting with the Southern California
Chapter will be held in October 1946 in conjunction with Convention of the California Library Association.
MRS. ELIZABZTH
S. HINKEL,President
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
"Public Relations in Action" was chosen as
the theme of the year for the Southern California Chapter. One of the Chapter's special
programs emphasizing this theme was the All
Bosses Night when there was a discussion of
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the Union Catalog, the problems involved in
putting out a new edition and the usefulness of
such a project from a civic standpoint. There
was a very good attendance and those present
showed a great deal of interest.
The Biological Group made a survey of the
holdings of the biological libraries in Southern
California. This list is available for any one
who wishes to use it. The Science-Technology Group worked diligently in preparing a

List of Subject Headings for Aircraft Liiwaries.
This is now in the stage of final revision and
it is planned to reproduce the list in ditto and
submit it to libraries nation-wide for suggestions
before deciding on a permanent publication.
The In-Service Training Course for this year
was on Parliamentary Procedure and fifteen
minutes before each meeting was devoted to it.
The publication of a Chapter Manual is being considered as one of the projects for 194647.
Twenty-four new members were added to
the Chapter during the year.
MRS. ELLAMOYERS,Prcsidenf

TORONTO
Seven dinner meetings were held during the
year by the Toronto Chapter with an average
attendance of 39. Four issues of the Bulletin
were published.
The Chapter arranged a short course of five
lectures in cataloging which was held during
the winter months with an enrollment of fifteen.
The Directory of Special Libraries i n Toronto with special mention of their resources is
now being mimeographed and will be available
next June.
MARIONE. THOMPSON,
Prcsiilent
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
The Washington, D. C. Chapter has this past
year followed the pattern of the national Association in two respects: one, in having the Executive Officers of the Groups and Committees
form a n Advisory Council to meet with the
Executive Board; and, two, having the annual
reports of the Chapter's business incorporated
in a Report on the State of the Chapter, submitted by the Chapter President to the Chapter
members.
Three general meetings were held from October to May and a t the first meeting Dr. Luther Evans, Librarian of the Library of Congress,
and Mr. Herman Henkle, S. L. A. President,
were guests of honor. Five Group dinner meetings were also held and the Chapter Bulletin
was issued monthly.
The Chapter co-sponsored two all day Library Institutes, one in January with the East
and West Association and the several library
associations in D. C., Maryland, Virginia,
Pennsylvania and Delaware; and one in March
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with the D. C. L . A . and the Inter-American
ing a survey of local community needs with the
Bibliographical and Library Association a t the
Council of Social Agencies and members of the
Pan American Union.
Committee have visited the several penal instiThe Chapter supports eight Groups, six of
tutions, the public institutional services and
which follow the national S . L. A. Group affiliaother social centers in this city. A report is extions and two of which are unique, a Business
pected which will develop into further work for
Libraries Group and a Legislative Reference the Committee both in recommendations for
Group. Each of the eight Groups have repreadditional library service and in recommendasentation on the standing Committees of the tions for additional library staff positions.
Chapter such as Membership, Publicity, PubliThe Scholarship Student Loan Fund of the
cations, Hospitality, and the Committee work is
Chapter was dormant during the war years,
coordinated through the meetings of the Advis- but now it is planned to increase it so that it
ory Council which meets at least three times a can become more useful to members. The goal
year. Since September there have been only
set is $500 and many plans are under way to
two weeks during which some event within the
reach this amount.
Chapter has not been scheduled and also during
The W a r Activities Committee so capably
which time some mention of Special Libraries handled during the worst war years by Carol
Association has not appeared in the local press.
Wanner has been renamed the Community
The youngest Group, Biological Sciences, has
Services Committee and under that name will
had a banner year. A t its closing meeting a
increase its functions and responsibilities. Supchevron of merit was presented to it in the form port for the Chapter Volunteer Library a t the
United Nations Service Center is still needed
of a check for $100 by Dr. Kronberg, President
and will be for as long as there are uniformed
of the Washington Institute of Medicine, in
men and women in transit through UTashington.
recognition of the cooperation given by the
Over $3,000 has changed hands this year in
Group to his staff members a t the Institute. The
hospitality activities in the Washington, D. C.
Social Science Group has continued as projects,
Chapter. W e are beginning to think about havthe Union List of Serials and the Collection of
Library Forms. The library forms are now in ing a Chapter House. When and if that shculd
materialize all members of Special Libraries
three volumes, indexed, and will soon need furAssociation will be welcome to the facilities of
ther expansion. The books are available for inthe House and the use of the address when they
spection by any S. I,. A. members. The Constiare in Washington. I n the meantime the memtution Committee is a t present completing a
bers hope you will call on them for any services
study to revise the Chapter Constitution and
they can render-a needed document, a correct
By-Laws to bring in recommendations for a
personnel title, an accurate address, even hotel
more flexible instrument.
reservations or special appointments with some
One of the special Chapter services is the
discount arrangement for books and periodicals office in Washington, D. C. Any or all of these
services will be cheerfully accomplished for you
purchased through the Chapter. Since the servif you will but ask.
ice started in October 1944, the purchasing offiPresident
MRS. RUTH HOOKER,
cer has paid about $1,000 to the Chapter's
wholesale distributor. Since last June the recWESTERN
NEW YORK
ords show $406 paid for purchases listed a t
The Western New York Chapter has had a
$542, a discount saving of $136 o r a n amount
busy and successful year in 1945-46, the first
equal to 27 Active membership fees and half
a n Associate member! This service is available year of the Chapter's organization. As would
to Life, Sustaining, Institutional and Active be expected, the principal activity has been in
becoming acquainted within the group and in
members only.
For the second year, the Washington, D. C. interesting new members in S. I,. A. and in the
activities of the Chapter. I n this latter respect,
Chapter has issued Chapter membership cards
the Chapter points with pardonable pride to a n
which have identified members a t dinners where
increase in membership from 39 on May 20,
special rates were allowed to members, and a t
1945 to 75 a t the present time. A preponderant
libraries where tours and visits were arranged
number are from industrial research libraries,
after regular hours.
and we have a n unusually high percentage of
T w o special Committees should be mentione d : the Personnel Classification Committee Institutional memberships. Even more satisfying is the fact that in spite of the wide area
which has met with the representatives of the
U. S. Civil Service Commission to discuss covered by the Chapter, attendance a t meetings
many of the personnel perplexities found in the
has run consistently more than 50 per cent of
assignment of duties and responsibilities of
the membership.
special library positions in the Federal Service;
A Constitution and By-laws have been adoptand the Professional Activities Committee. The ed providing for the future management of the
latter Committee has been engaged in conductChapter and defining the duties of Officers and
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Committees. Four n~eetingswere scheduled in
various cities within the area. All have been on
Saturdays with an afternoon session, a dinner
and an evening program or speaker. A Bulletin
is issued two weeks before each meeting.
The Chapter was invited to be a n Exhibitor
a t the Niagara Frontier Book Fair in May and
an interesting display of books representing the
charactcristic subject interests of member libraries was arranged by Miss Elizabeth Eurkey.
The now famous specimens of "Pesticus Libraricus" were also on exhibition. These have
been loaned for exhibition several times during
the year and were also shown a; the Grosvenor
Library during the A. L. A. Conference week.
ROBERTW. CHRIST,President

The first Round Table Discussion on Chapter Bulletin affairs met in 1944 at the Philadelphia S. I,. A. Convention. This was the
gratifying result of a survey on comparative
phases of Bulletins in 1943 which was based on
a n expressed desire the previous year for an
opportunity to exchange ideas.
A second meeting of the Round Table was
conducted a t the Boston Convention as a result of this wide interest. Discussion dwelt on
matters of importance which were centered
primarily on the topics covered by the following papers : "Our Own Operations Crossroad",
by Anthony F. RuntC; "Group and Chapter
Bulletin Relations", by Elizabeth Weissinger ;
"The Round Table as an Association of Editors", by Paula M. Strain; "An Outline for
a Manual for a Bulletin Editor", by Helen
Hertell. (Copies of these papers are on file a t
S. L. A. Headquarters and may be borrowed.)
A t this meeting it was recommended that the
second Vice-president include as part of the
duties of that office the sponsoring of a continuing program for Chapter Editors and that
a discussion of these activities take place a t
annual Conventions.
ANTHONYF. RUNTB, Chairman Pro-tent

GROUPS
T h e Advertising Group has grown this year
from 203 members to 256, with a little over
half the membership in the New York Chapter.
Ten new Institutional members were added during the year, making a total of 66. There are
163 Active and 27 Associate members.
N o national projects have been undertaken.
New York again gave a course in Advertising
Sources, under the direction of Delphine Humphrey (McCann-Erickson) and the local Chairman. Anne West (Campbell-Ewald) . The same
instructors as last year volunteered to give the
lectures in their own libraries, and 18 students
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were enrolled. Tuition was $5.00 and, as in the
previous year, paid voluntarily by the employers of the students. Mimeographed copies of
the lectures were given to the students and
teachers. Sets are available for purchase from
the national Group Chairman.
The Chicago Group issued a monthly cooperative list of new items received in the member libraries under the title of What's NEW.
Coralie Schaefer (Foote, Cone & Belding)
served as compiler and publisher. This is a project which might well be considered as a national undertaking.
Helen Moore (Curtis Publishing Company)
of the Philadelphia Group has volunteered t o
work on the Classification Committee which is
revising the Dewey Decimal Classification System.
The Advertising Group was responsible for
the contributions to the September 1945 SPECIAL LIBRARIES,which Mr. Hausdorfer said,
"Filled a serious gap in literature on the operation of different types [of libraries] and
should be very useful in public relations."
Four issues of a Group Bulletin were issued,
dealing mainly with the June Convention.
The Group Chairman wonders if there is
any way in which primary and secondary interest in Groups might be indicated on the membership cards sent out by Headquarters, without adding materially to its already heavy load
of work. I t would give a much clearer picture of each Group and aid the Chairman in
her plans.
EVATRACHSEL,
Chairman
The Group's participation in the national project for the formulation of tentative standards
for libraries and librarians came to a halt in
1945. Miss Estelle Brodman advised the Group
Chairman that she felt it was not feasible to
set up standards for Biological Sciences libraries because of the lack of a n accrediting agency
with enough authority to enforce its decisions.
Considerable work has already been done on
this project by a sub-committee and included
the preparation of a Bibliography for Standards-Medical, Hospital and Nursing Libraries
and Librarians, 1925-1945, published in SPECIAL LIBRARIES,
March 1946.
Tentative Chairmanship of a project for the
preparation of a Library Manual was accepted
by Jennie Greenbaum with Marion White as
assistant.
T h e Public Relations Committee of the B. S .
Group is represented by Miss Helen Pruitt, Librarian of the Bacon Library, American Hospital Association, as Chairman. Miss L. Margueriete Prime, Librarian of the American College
of Surgeons, Chicago, is Chairman of the Advisory Committee for helping organizations and
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fellow members in organizing libraries. Both
have done their share to give publicity to the
Group and have aided local libraries in regard
to classifying.
Other Group activities were : preparation of
papers for the Biological Sciences issue of
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,and cooperation with the
Science-Technology Group in the establishment
of a n unpublished bibliography pool.
Membership increased from 458 to 509 and
three Group Bulletins were issued during the
year.
ELIZABETH
WEISSINGER,Chairman

Many have undoubtedly read the fine report
LIBRARIESfor March 1946, of the
in SPECIAL
work of last year's Biological Sciences Group
of the Southern California Chapter of S. L. A.
by its president Mrs. Moyers and past president Miss Adams. This year's Group has
continued with this program of surveying the
biological libraries in this area. This has not
been limited to S. L. A. membership, but an
attempt was made to make the Survey as complete as possible by seeking all available
sources. T h e Survey was conducted by mailthrough letters of inquiry to 21 libraries, with
14 (of these, the information from two is still
to be completed) libraries replying.
Several of the collections were reported in
the SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
article. Of the additional
libraries surveyed we find that the majority
of the collections are medical, with frequent
emphasis on a particular phase. These include college and government organizations.
The Universjty of Southern California has
as well as its College of Medicine Library, a
library in the College of Dentistry, which is
broad in its collection, including even child
psychology, sociology and education, for the use
of such related professions as that of dental
hygienist. They also have a rare book collection which includes many early works in
dentistry and medicine.
A t the College of Medical Evangelists, Loma
Linda, the medical collection emphasizes the
pre-clinical, while the Los Angeles collection
a t the White Memorial Hospital emphasizes
clinical. This has already been discussed in
the SPECIAL
LIBRARIESarticle, but they also
have in their Department of Nervous Diseases
in Los Angeles a fine collection dealing with
neurology. Special efforts have been expended
in obtaining historical material in the field and
a number of the older foreign neurological
journals arc included in this co!lection.
The library of the Cl~ildren's Hospital includes, of course, a large number of works on
pediatrics, but it is not limited to this specialty,
for as well as serving the staff and medical
students, it is used by students from three col-
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leges taking work there in occupational therapy,
medical social service, physical education and
dietetics.
The collections of the Los Angeles County
General Hospital and the Santa Barbara County Medical Society deal with the general medical field and serve the medical profession, the
staff and members respectively.
T h e small medical and public health collection of the Health Department of Kern County
serves the Department employes. doctors and
nurses.
The library of the Health Department of
the County of Los Angeles encourages extensive use of its medical and public health collection. Daily loan service by messenger is
maintained from the library to the fourteen
major health centers throughout the county.
Not only are physicians, dentists, social workers, sanitation inspectors, laboratory technicians
and other personnel of the Health Department
enabled to extend their knowledge in individual specialties and keep abreast of the current
literature in preventive medicine, but restricted
borrowing privileges are extended to the general public, and a generous collection of less
technical matter maintained for the lay reader.
I n addition to the library service offered to
the patients and the cooperation with the Occupational Therapy Department, there has recently been started at the CamariIIo State Hospital a medical collection dealing largely with
psychiatry and the allied subjects of psychology and mental hygiene. Of particular note is
a reprint collection on electric shock, group
therapy and behavior disturbance in children.
A company collection is that of the H a r rower Laboratory, Inc., of Glendale, where it
has been attempted to amass all publications
on endocrinology, including bound volumes,
120,000 clippings from foreign journals, as well
as American and British, and all this with an
extensive cross-reference file. Recently they
have been expanding into the field of clinical
medicine, adding material on vitamins, sulfas
and amino acids. However this new material
is by no means comprehensive, as is that on
endocrinology.
Included in the biological field in Southern
California are two unique collections: the California State Fisheries Laboratory a t Terminal
Island, and in Riverside, the Citrus Experiment
Station Library. The former covers not oniv
fish and fisheries, but also the field of oceanography. T h e latter is a n agriculture reference library on horticulture, with special attention to citrus and other sub-tropical fruits,
insect pests and their control. Included in the
collection are the publications of the United
States Department of Agriculture, the various
state agriculture experiment stations and a rare
book collection on horticulture, especially citrus
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fruits. A probably little known file is that of
the catalogs of California nurseries. Also
worthy of special note is their card index to
material on citrus fruit and another to publications of the United States Department of Agriculture.
In this report the specializations have been
high lighted, leaving such details as staffs, housing and statistics on holdings, etc., to a later
compilation of information when additional libraries have reported.
RUTH BATES.Chairman

FINAXCIAL
The Financial Group Bulletin, edited by Miss
Ethel Klahre, Librarian of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland, was issued three times instead of the usual four. T h e charge of $1.00
was provisionally suspended for the year and
the first number of the Bulletin was mailed to
all members of the Group. The latest numbers
were sent only to those requesting them. With
the February issue a new series of special field
bibliographies was inaugurated and it is hoped
to develop these into a major Group project.
The first one on "Taxation" was done by Miss
Vera Knox, Librarian of the T a x Foundation,
and the second on "Federal Fiscal Policy," by
Miss Ruth Fine, Librarian of the United States
Bureau of the Budget.
The Financial Group has agreed to assist the
American Book Center with rehabilitation of
libraries in the devastated countries and your
Chairman has been asked to head the program
in the field of banking and finance. This was
accepted with the understanding that the work
would be carried on by the new Chairman and
his successors as long as the project continues.
The Group archives are being brought together under the leadership of hliss Ella I.
Chalfant, Librarian of the Peoples-Pittsburgh
Trust Company.
MRS. ELIZABETH
W. OWSKS,Cltairmai~
GEOGRAPHY
A N D MAP
Membership in the Geography and Map
Group has increased from 82 to 128, due to
the activities of both the Washington and the
New York Groups. Meetings of special interest to cartographers were held by the Washington Group during the season 1945-46 under
Mrs. Dorothy C. Lewis, Group Chairman, and
during her enforced absence from Washington
by Dr. Burton W . Adkinson, Program Chairman. The New York Group has also had a
number of well attended meetings, and a steady
increase in membership, under the leadership
of Dr. Walter W . Ristow.
The Manual for the Classification and Catalogi~lgof Maps and Atlases, by S. Whittemore
Boggs and Dorothy C. Lewis, published by
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Special Libraries Association late in 1945, has
been enthusiastically received and favorably reviewed in a number of journals. Enough copies
have been sold to more than offset publication
costs.
Dr. Walter W. Ristow, Chief of the Map
Division of the New York Public Library and
until recently Chairman of the New York
Group, has edited, with the cooperation of several Group Members, "A Survey of World Atlases", that is to be reprinted in SPECIAL
LIBRARIES.
The Washington Group's new chairman, Dr.
Burton W. Adkinson, has planned a survey of
all the existing map collections in the United
States with a view to issuing a handbook of
the cartographic materials available in various
American libraries and institutions.
Plans are well under way for the Group
N e w s Bulletin which was scheduled last year
but failed to make its appearance.
CLARAEGLILEGEAR,Chairman
HOSPITALAND NURSINGLIBRARIANS
The Hospital and Nursing Librarians Group,
organized in 1944, has grown from an original
membership of 10 to 201 and includes: Active,
157 ; Associate, 29 ; Institutional, 14 ; Student, 1.
The largest membership is in the E a s t ; there is,
however, a steady and growing gain in the Middle and far Western states.
Committees have been formed for the three
projects sponsored by S. I,. A. national committees. The Organization Chart project is
completed and charts will be submitted to Headquarters in June 1946. A bibliography of material on hospital libraries, annotated and classified, some 1,000 items in length, will be ready
in the fall of 1946. Work is progressing on the
evaluation of standards and the preparation of
a Manual. Work on the Reading Records project was postponed until after the Conference
to give the membership a n opportunity to discuss the various forms.
T w o Nezws Letters were sent to the membership during the gear.
RUTH M. TEWS,Chairn~an
IXSURANCE
T w o issues of the Group's Insztrance Book
Reviews were issued during 1945-46. A total
of $61.44 is on hand in Group funds, including
the amount budgeted to the Group at S. L. A.
Headquarters.
Publicity about Insurance Group meetings to
be held at the 1946 S. L. A. Convention was
sent to 12 newspapers and trade papers and also
to the Institute of Life Insurance for distribution to its members.
T w o pre-Convention Bullctins were issued
during the year.
PATKLEIMAN,Chairman
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No new project was undertaken this year by
the Museum Group. The Technical Advisor,
Ella Tallman, continued to add bibliographies
and indexes to her collection of classification
schemes. Eleanor Mitchell, Group Liaison Officer, investigated the possibilities of reviving the
back-indexing of the A r t Index by separating
editorial from printing costs. T h e Museum
Group representative on the Classification Committee, which is working on the new edition of
Dewey, is Margaret Rathbone. The rcpresentative on the Archives Committee is Margaret H .
Beale. She has compiled from the Group a r chives a record of the officers, membership and
achievements of the Group from 1941 to 1946.
One Bulletin was issued during the year. A
LIBRARIES
was
Museum Group issue of SPECIAL
published during the summer of 1945.
The hTew York Group held four meetings
and the Washington Group, one meeting during
the year.
RUTH NOBLE,Chairmalt
NEWSPAPER
The Newspaper Group has completed a fairly
successful year and now has a membership of
314. The Membership Committee, under the
Chairmanship of Mr. Richard Giovine, is drafting a report on ways and means of securing new
members.
Mr. Lee White is making a review of the
Ma~zzcaland will submit his report a t the Boston
Convention.
During the year, the Group was saddened by
the deaths of two of its most active members,
Mr. Paul P. Foster of the Philadelphia Ipzqztirrr, former national Chairman, and Miss
Anna T. Kottman of the Nrzv Y o r k Times Iltdex, Chairman of the New York Group. W e
also mourn the loss of four more newspaper librarians, who passed away since our last Convention. They are Mr. John Goetz of the New
York P o s f , the Rev. Raymond D. Holmes of
the Seattle Posf-I?ztellige?zcer, Mr. Herbert M .
Sawyer, formerly of the Worcester Telegram,
and Mrs. Jane Brown Reed, a member of the
Boston Globe staff.
Newspaper libraries throughout the country,
handicapped during the war by lack of equipment and personnel, are moving ahead again.
Many postwar projects are rapidly becoming
realities. 1946-47 should be a year of achievement for the Newspaper Group.
F. HEATONSIIO~MAKER,
Chairvzatt
PUELICBUSINESSLIBRARIANS
The Public Business Librarians Group was
organized in 1935. During this period several
tools for business library work were developed,
notably Bztsiitcss and the Public Library, written by 11 members of the Group; the List of
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Business Directories, compiled by Laura Eales ;
and the List of Statistical, Directory and Other
Special Issues of Periodicals based on the list
maintained by the Business Information Bureau
of the Cleveland Public Library. A survey on
the use of business information was undertaken
under the direction of Marian Manley. Public
meetings have been held stressing the use of
business information by the business community.
T o these, special invitations to business men in
the community were extended during Marian
Manley's Chairmanship a t the Group meetings
held during the New York and Philadelphia
S. L. A. Conventions and also during Rose
Vormelker's Chairmanship a t the S. L. A. Indianapolis Convention.
During the past year much of the type of
work previously conducted by the Public Business Librarians Group has been carried on
under the American Library Association Committee on Cooperation with Business Groups.
It, therefore, seemed that the time had come to
review the place and function of this Group in
Special Libraries Association. Those present
a t the annual meeting in Boston felt a broader
consideration of business and commerce as a
subject group in S. L. A. was desirable, and
that limiting the Group to public business librarians duplicated present efforts in the American Library Association. Furthermore, it was
pointed out, there is no place for active participation of those business librarians not in public
libraries, e. g., business librarians in corporations and collegiate schools of business in
Special Libraries Association. I t was therefore
dccided to draw up a report embodying this
discussion and to send it to the members of the
Group, of whom too small a fraction were present in Boston to make any official recommendation to the S. L. A. Executive Board. The
present Chairman was requested to remain in
office until a decision on the recommendation
was reached.
ROSEL. VORE~WLKER,
Chairman
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
Unfortunately the end of the war did not
bring about the hoped-for decrease in the demands of individual jobs or of the work of the
Chairman of this Group. While the duties and
contacts connected with Science-Technology
Group have been very enjoyable, your Chairman
regrets that she has been unable to do a better
job. Since the membership of the Group has
grown to over 1,400 from about 900 in 1940, it
has been absolutely impossible to maintain the
individual contacts that are so desirable in any
organization.
Several Cornmittee and Section Chairmanships hare remained unfilled, again because of
the pressure of daily work. I t is strongly recommended that a rencwed effort be made to fill
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these jobs, as well as to revive some of the
Sections which have been dropped by the wayside or have never existed, e. g., Sections on
Rubber, Foods, etc.
Two Bulletins have been issued this year
covering the news and business of the Group.
Again, it is regretted that time did not permit
more frequent contacts and bulletins. Your
Chairman and Secretary are recommending to
the national Headquarters Office that this
matter of Group Bulletins be given serious consideration as one of the services offered by that
Office, in any expansion of services contemplated.
The only project resulting in a final publication during this year has been the List of
Subject Headilzgs for Chemistry Libraries. The

Union List of
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Russian Periodical Holdings,

while not in final form, is in the hands of the
Publications Governing Committee for decision
as to acceptability, format, editorial assistance,
etc. The Uplion List of Scientific and Periodical
Holdings is undergoing its final editing and
should reach the Publications Governing Committee sometime this summer or early fall.
The materials and processes section of the
Suhjcct Heading List for Aero~zauticshas been
completed; a decision as to separate publication
or delay until the whole list is complete should
be made soon.
The bibliographic pool has expanded until
(May 15, 1946) there are 38 bibliographies deposited, with 28 requests for 61 bibliographies
being received during a five month period. I t is
being recommended to the national Headquarters Office that if at all possible, the collection
and distribution of these bibliographies be taken
over by that Office.
The Public Relations Committee has sponsored the publication of the following papers :
"Finding Facts for a Chemical Clientele," by
Irene Strieby and Betty Joy Cole, in Chemical
Industries, December 1945 and "Libraries, Advance Scouts for Research," by Lucy Lewton,
in Chenzical and Metallurgical Engineering,
March 1936. (Others are in preparation for use
in the near future). Reprints of these papers
have been distributed to library schools, accredited schools of chemistry, etc. This Committee has also cooperated in obtaining letters
of transmittal to be used with the S . I,. A.
brochure; letters have been written covering
the petroleum and aeronautical fields; others
are in preparation and should be available very
shortly. I t has also sponsored the preparation
of an annotated bibliography of S - T methods,
etc., which will be used as part of the S - T
Manual as well as appearing in a preliminary
edition for members of the Group if a satisfactory method of duplication can be decided upon.
The Illinois Chapter and the Public Relations
Committee have been cooperating on plans for

an exhibit to be held in connection with the
National Chemical Exposition in Chicago this
fall.
As a result of a meeting of the Pittsburgh
S - T Group, it has been recommended that S.
L. A. undertake an evaluation of Commercial
indexing and Abstracting services ; action will
be taken by the incoming Executive Board.
Undoubtedly our Symposium will be used as
part of the beginning material for such a survey.
ELMAT. EVANS,Chairman

SOCIAL
SCIENCE
Three numbers in Volume V I of the Social
Science Bulletin will have been issued by the
middle of June. The Bulletin has continued to
be edited by the Vice Chairman, Edith K. McMahon, to whom special credit is due for having
assumed this responsiblity for a second year
and for keeping the publication going during
the last few monbhs in spite of her own prolonged illness.
The Social Science Group has been well represented in SPECIAL
LIBRARIESduring the past
year, first through the four pages for our Group
which were included in the Proceediltgs number
in October 1945 and, again, by an additional
five papers which appeared in a special Social
Science number in April 1946.
W e have at present nearly 900 members in
the Group, and it is impossible that any officer
could know the capabilities and interests, not
to mention the availability, of more than a fraction of them. T h e Chairman believes that this
handicap might be overcome and the effectiveness of the Group within Special Libraries Association increased if Group officers could have
more information about individual members and
if some means of coordination between the national officers and officers of the local Groups
could be worked out.
HAZELC. BENJAMIN,Chairnzan
The Transportation Group membership a t
present stands a t 144, of which 30 are Institutional members, 103 Active and 11 Associate.
The Pacific Coast Chairman, Miss Emma
Quigley, resigned during the year, and Miss
Johanna Allerding, whom Miss Quigley suggested as her successor, has advised that there
is very little interest or need for a Transportation Group in the Los Angeles area. She has
recommended that the Group be considered inactive, at least for the present, and has suggested, that, since most of the interest in aviation
centers around San Francisco, perhaps the West
Coast activities should be centered there. Miss
Allerding also reported that the answers to the
questionnaire sent out by her and Miss Quigley
to determine the need for Transportation librar-
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ies o r a Transportation Information Center in
the Los Angeles area indicated no need for such
a center. I would therefore recommend that
this project be dropped.
Mr. 1%'. Roy Holleman, Chief Librarian of
the Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas, has accepted the Chairmanship of the Committee to compile a Transportation Group
Manual and work on the Manual is under way.
N o book lists were issued during the year
since a Chairman could not be found. However,
there is still interest shown in the lists issued
previously, and a few people have offered to
help if lists are issued in the future. I would,
therefore, recommend that this project be continued if a chairman can be found. T h e Source
List o f Transportation Statistics still remains
to be completed, and it is hoped that it will be
finished during the coming year.
The only local group is that in New York.
This group held four meetings during the year,
but attendance was so poor that discontinuance
of the group has been under consideration.
T w o Bulletins were issued during the year.
I n the February issue members were asked to
express their opinions regarding the continuance
of the Group since there had been so little interest shown in it. While the replies received were
not voluminous, they did indicate interest in the
Group and it is hoped that it will take a new
lease on life now that the war is over and
members can devote more time to Association
activities.
EDITHC. STONE,
Chairman
UNIVERSITY
AND COLLEGE
The University and College Group devoted
this year chiefly to a critical self-examination in
an effort to meet frankly and honestly the question which has been asked about this Group
more often, perhaps, than about any other
Group in Special Libraries Association: "Why
have this Group? Do universities and colleges
have a place in S. I,. A.?" The statement of the
case may be found in the editorial in the December, 31, 1945 issue of the University and Collcge Group Rulleti~a,and in the rather detailed
answer, contributed as a letter from one of our
readers, which appeared in the June 1, 1946
issue. The many points raised on both sides of
the question make it inadvisable to close the
issue at this time with a flat "Yes" or "NO."
The question requires further consideration.
T h e Committee on Professional Standards of
the University and College Group is actively
engaged in formulating standards to cover certain types of libraries not included in the A. L.
A. Classificntion and Pay Plan (1943), specifically libraries in the professional schools of
universities. The Chairman of this Committee,
Sister Melania Grace, Librarian of Seton Hall

College, contributed a progress Report to the
June 1, 1946 issue of the University and College Bullefin.
PHILLIPS
TEMPLE,Chairman

COMMITTEES
AFFILIATIONWITH A. I,. A.
T h e time available to this Committee has not
permitted the careful study of its assignment
which the Committee believes it deserves; and
accordingly, the Committee's report must be
considered incomplete.
The Committee makes two recomn~endations
on aspects of affiliation which may be described
briefly. The Committee is unanimous in its
opinion that the conditions of affiliation merit
review in order to assure full value to both Associations. I t is also agreed that some action
should be taken now to reduce the excessive
clerical work involved in payment of affiliation dues by S. L. A. to A. I,. A., namely, "ten
cents per capita for all members who are not
members of the American Library Association."
The Committee, therefore, recommends :
1. That the Executive Board continue this
Committee, o r appoint another, to review all
aspects of affiliation of S. I,. A. with A. L.A,,
with particular reference to ways and means of
assuring full value of the affiliation to both
Associations, and further, that the Committee
be required to report to ;he Board by February
1, 1947, to allow for consideration of the report by the Board before its regular spring
meeting.
2. That the Executive Board communicate
to the Executive Board of A. I,. A. the need
for amendment of the A. L.A. By-law, Article
I, Section 4, on payment of dues by Affiliated
Societies, so as to simplify the payment of
dues.
HERMANH . HENKLE,Chairmnn
T h e Archives Committee has not completed
the program proposed a t the Council Meeting
on December 1, 1945. This is due in part to the
fact that the Committee requested was not appointed-there
has been a Chairman only-and
that only 12 of the 22 Chapters and five of
the 13 Groups appointed archivists.
The material received from the former Chairman, Mr. George Pettengill, consisted of rosters and histories of Chapters and Groups, most
of them ending with 1940-41 and in many cases
compiled from secondary sources. There was
similar material for the National, all of it from
secondary sources.
Three projects have been undertaken, none
of them completed. Copies of the form for annual reports worked out by the former Corn-
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mittee were mimeographed a t Headquarters. One
form was made out for each year for which we
had incomplete information or information obtained from secondary sources for each Chapter
and Group. O n receipt of the names of the
archivists these were mailed with a request
that they be filled in and returned by May 15.
Replies were received from six Chapters and
three Groups, one Group Archivist writing that
the material would be sent later.
No work has been done on verifying the material on the National. The Chairman has set
up some simple rules for indexing the Executive Board and Council Meeting Minutes and
has indexed, on cards, the Report of the Meeting of December 1, 1945. These have been submitted to Mrs. Stebbins for criticism and advice.
The members attending the Council Meeting
on December 1 were unanimous in advocating
the preparation of a Manual of procedures on
the care and preservation of S. L. A. archives.
A s the Chairman felt that she was not qualified
to undertake such a project, Mr. Henkle said
that he would ask Mr. Pettengill to work on it.
Recommendations for next year are as follows :
1. That two other members be appointed to
the Committee in addition to the Chairman, one
representing the Chapters and one the Groups.
2. That these two members continue the work
begun this year of bringing the material in the
archives up to date and depositing it a t Headquarters when completed.
3. That the work of indexing the Executive
Board and Council Minutes be continued.
4. That the compilation of a Manual of procedures on the care and preservation of S. L. A.
archives be continued.
5. That the whereabouts of the archives of
the Albany Chapter and of discontinued Groups,
such as Commerce, be investigated.
ABIGAILHAUSDORFER,
Chairman
During the year the Chairman has attempted
to secure additional classification schemes and
subject headings lists for the Loan Collection a t
Headquarters. Form letters were mailed to 25
librarians who had indicated on their questionnaire returns for S#ecial Library Rrsoawces
that they were using a special classification
system not already in the collection. I n addition,
a form letter was sent to the Presidents of
Chapters and Chairmen of Groups asking for
their cooperation in urging members to contribute their special classification schemes. Some
ten or more schemes have been added and considerable correspondence has ensued, some of
which may eventually lead to the addition of
special systems. Miss Isabel L. Towner, the
former Chairman, has graciously consented to
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classify and catalog the additional schemes as
they are received.
The Chairman has been closely in touch
with Mrs. Esther P. Potter, Director, Dewey
Decimal Classification, in making plans for the
cooperation of special librarians in the preparation of the Standard Edition of the D. C.
Schedules have been distributed to nine special
librarians who have consented t o aid in criticising that part of the D. C. which is in their
special field. The Groups listed below are represented by the following special librarians:
Advertising-Helen
Moore
Insurance-Emily
Coates
Biological Sciences-Dr. William H. Mitchell
Financial-Katherine
Uehlin
Museum-Margaret
Rathbone
Social Science-Mrs.
Constance B. Adams,
Marianne Yates
Transportation-Linnea
Soderman
Public Business Librarians' - Rose Vormelker
Representatives for other Groups will be appointed shortly.
Many special librarians have already given
Mrs. Potter valuable aid. However, this Committee hopes to be of further value in the particular areas of the D. C. represented by the
different subject Groups in S. L. A. The work
of this Committee is directed toward coordinating the activities of the special librarians who
a r e helping in the revision and to act as a
liaison between each Committee member and
Mrs. Potter.
RUTH S. LEONARD,
Chairman
This Committee exchanged views last fall
and winter over suggestions that had accumulated in the files since the 1944 Conference.
None of them seemed sufficiently urgent to require action this year and was so reported to
the Executive Board and Advisory Council on
March 23, 1946.
On April 1 agitation began looking toward
some immediate changes. I t was then too late
to amend the Constitution, but after further
correspondence the Committee decided to propose a t the Annual Meeting of the Association on June 15th two amendments to the ByLaws. One relates to the returning of ballots
through the mail and is designed to make the
voting more secret. The other proposes a new
method of adjusting the initial dues of all classes
of new members which will make the financial
auditing more efficient and will relieve the Executive Office of some of its burden.
Constructive suggestions are always welcome.
The Committee recommends strongly, however,
that any member wishing changes made at the
1947 Convention make his wishes known as
early as January 1. The process of amending
the Constitution is surrounded with certain
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necessary safeguards that make hasty action
impossible.
HOWARD
L. STEBBINS,Chairmatt
DEVELOPMENT
OF ADVISORY
SERVICE
TO
BUSINESS A N D INDUSTRY
This Committee feels that the time has come
when S. L. A. must take a positive stand on
the auestion of service to business and industrv.
I t therefore makes the following suggestions :
1. That, since the promotion program of
the Public Relations Committee has created a
need for someone on S. L. A.'s staff who can act
as a consultant on organization of new special
libraries, and since there is a possibility that
we may be asked for advice on reorganizing
existing libraries, such a consultant be employed by S. L. A.; that the salary of this
person, who should be the best available and
well-experienced in special library work and
activities, be covered by fees received for such
a service;
2. That a manual be prepared giving general
details on organizing a special library, i. e.,
Location, Staff, Equipment, Collections, Salaries, Financial arrangements (Budgets), General relation of library to administration of organization, and including information as to how
existing libraries in outstanding organizations
meet their problems ;
3. That Groups compile or revise existing
basic lists of reference books, periodicals and
services ;
4. That the consultant a t Headquarters contact Chambers of Commerce, urging them to
encourage their members to establish special
libraries and to suggest to public libraries the
addition of a special librarian on their staff to
handle business reference service. If the public
library budget is inadequate, the Chamber of
Commerce, through its member firms, might
underwrite the salary of the special librarian;
5. That trade associations compile a list of
companies having no libraries and also encourage the organization of libraries for smaller
members. S. L. A. speakers could be used on
trade association convention programs ;
6. That a survey be made as to the areas
that need such extensive service by special libraries.
The above are only suggestions, not formal
recommendations, but the Committee does urge
S. L. A. to take some action along these lines.
MARIONE. WELLS, Clza'lrn~un
Where do we get our money, how is it spent,
and what do we as members receive for
what we pay? These are questions we should
ask and have answered. T h e total income per
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year over the last nine years ranges from $17,290
in 1937 to $42,656 in 1945. During these years
fl-om 4470 to 51% of it came from members'
dues, 34% to 51.170 from sales of publicatiutls.
LISales include subscriptions to SPECIAL
BRARIES,Technical Book R e v i e w Index, advertising and sales of individual publications. Conventions brought us 1% to 1276, and miscellaneous items, 4% to 11% of total income.

H o w w a s the money spcitt?
Carrying on the important work of Groups,
Committees and Chapters takes from 10.3% to
12.6% of our income each year. Assisting in
the work of all these divisions and handling the
business of the national Association, the E x ecutive Office requires 29.2% to 37.3% of annual income. Your magazines, SPECIAL
LIBRARIES and Technical Book R e v i e w I n d e x ,
and your individual publications cost your Association 34.3% to 53.6% of the amount received by the Association. Travel and Promotion represent only .3Q/o to 2.870 of annual costs,
and Conventions, ,776 to 10.4'3'0.
A s our Association grows we spend a larger
percentage of our money on certain activities.
Chapters, Groups and Committees drew upon
our income 3% more in 1945 than in 1942. The
work of Headquarters became so heavy, salaries had to be raised, and costs of supplies
increased to such an extent that we had to raise
the percent for "General Operations" 6.6740
above 1942. W e need not be too disturbed, for in
1939, 44.6% of our income was spent in that
way, against 37.3% in 1945. Of greater concern
is the increased cost of publications. From the
low of 11.6% for SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
in 1941 we
reached a high of 23.270 last year. Our Convention Procecdirzgs issue runs into large sums
-last year over $3,400 on that issue alone, o r
more than one-third the whole cost of the magazine for the year. Special or individual publications ran up to 16.2% of the total. Special Library Resources took the lion's share-about
50%. That publication now has a separate, longterm budget. Against increased costs measure
increased revenues. The result appears in our
Reserve Fund, $29,640 in December 1945.

W h a t docs each of u s receive f o r his dz~es?
W e cannot gauge all benefits we enjoy as
members in terms of dollars and cents. There
are friendships and opportunities for personal
development as well as a number of other advantages for which the existence of our Association offers thc occasion. But this is a financial report. What it costs the Association to
furnish us various services and the occasion
above-mentioned, we can consider as returns.
For each type of membership the Association
spends per member the following amounts :
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Chapters, Groups and Committees
General operations ............................
Travel and promotion ........................
SPECIALLIBRARIES............................
Individual publications ......................
Conventions

Inst.
$
1.36
3.50
.25
2.81
.52
.50

Thus an Active member receives $3.42 more
than he pays in dues; the Associate, $4.47; the
Student, $5.61; the Life (amortized on the
basis of twenty years), $3.42. Both Institutional
and Sustaining contribute $6.06 and $16.58 more
than dues. This makes up in part the difference
between what the Association receives from
other types of members. The remainder comes
from sales of publications and from subscriptions.
Growth in size-and services
Contrast 1936 with 1946. Our membership
reached 2,009 in 1936; in March 1946 it was
4,195. Our income in 1936 was $14,615; in
1945, $42,656. This means 108% increase in
membership and 192% increase in income. W e
are as pleased with growth of membership and
income as we may be disturbed by mounting
costs. But measure costs in terms of return. W e
need not dwell on the value of our publications.
That has proved itself in sales, reprintings and
more sales. W e know the good work of Chapters, Groups and Committees, for many of us
take part in their activities. By participating in
them we benefit by experience and benefit one
another. So the rise in 1945 to three times the
cost in 1937 is more than balanced by returns.
Next to publications the highest cost is operation of Headquarters. That has more than
tripled since 1937. Demands on the staff for
more services by a larger membership have
increased expenses.
Mrs. Stebbins, our Secretary, has received
a great deal of praise, and rightly so, from
many people, but we feel that her highest praise
is the efficient functioning of the Executive
Office. W e come to depend on her more and
more, for we know we always receive the help
we need.
Summarizing the situation, we find that although our income and expenses increase, the
amounts we spend on various operations, in
percent of income, have declined since 1939.
PROBLZMS
During the year we had to revise Budget
estimates made last fall because of large expenditures for Special Library Resowces which
could not be balanced by sales for the same
period. Separate budgets were set up for that
publication: one long-term, the other for this

Act.
$
1.36
3.50
.25
2.81
.50

Assoc.
$
1.36
3.50
.25
.86
.SO

Student
$
1.36
3.50
.25
1.00

SO

Life Sustaining
$
$
1.36
1.36
3.50
3.50
.25
.25
2.81
2.81

SO

.50

year's cash requirements. From the Reserve
Fund $5,000 was loaned to the project, to be
returned as sales from the sets are made. This
arrangement was approved by Executive Board
action on March 22, 1946.
A t that time also the whole question of financing publications was discussed. I t was and
is recommended that separate budgets be made
for future individual publications, or other longterm provisions be devised. A s noted in this
Committee's Report on Publications of March
24, 1944, sales of a publication may continue
over as long as a ten-year period, whereas expenditures may occur in one or two years. The
exception, of course, is S. I,. R. Although no
definite scheme is proposed at this time, it
seems that separate publications should be financed as self-liquidating projects, excess of income over expenses to be added to current income.
The Committee further recommends a change
in the By-Laws to eliminate fractional payment
of membership dues ; payment of the full amount
should be made and allocated to the year in
which membership is taken, exccpt where the
period is near the end of the calendar or fiscal
year. If membership is taken in Noven~ber or
December, it should apply to the following
year, with rights and benefits beginning at the
time payment is made.
The Committee has ruled that under the
present system of membership, Life, Active and
Associate memberships can be held only by individuals, and hence are not transferable.
The Committee approves the recommendations of the Accountant that a numerical system of membership records be introduced for
better control of membership accounts.
The Committee requests that an itemized record of all securities, including serial numbers
of bonds or certificates, be made for the files of
the Chairman.
The Committee wishes to thank members of
the Executive Board and the Secretary for their
cooperation.
WALTERHAUSDORFER,
Chairman
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
During the year the Chairman of the International Relations Committee has been, through
correspondence, in contact with libraries, librarians, library associations and ministers of
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LIBRARIES
cooperates with the membership program by giving space to the Committee and by
always issuing a journal worthy of professional
attention, the Finance Committee advises us of
the expenses involved in the different classes of
membership and the Public Relations Committee
is of material help in keeping the name of the
Association before prospective members.
I t is gratifying to report that we now have
a higher percentage of -4ctive members. Five
years ago, nearly 50 per cent of our membership
was in the Associate class, today less than onefourth of our members are i r ~the Associate or
Student class. W e hope that this Committee
will continue to encourage Active memberships
because any lesser membership is of very little
value either to the member or to the Association.
Forty-two states and several foreign nations
reported new members during this past year.
Without exception, each of the active Chapters
enrolled new members. The total number, 4,337,
as of May 20, 1946, shows a net gain of 421
members over the membership enrolled in May
1945.
The philosophy of the Membership Committee has been to provide a medium for overcotning certain inertias which exist in our profession. Individually, we may be a voice lost in
the bookstacks, but collectively through our Association we can be a strong, forceful group.
Before the Convention has closed we shall
add another Chapter to our list and I should
like to pay particular tribute at this time to the
work of three Committee members for making
this possible: Miss Mildred Benton, Mrs. Dorothy Skau and Mrs. Irene Strieby.
The Membership Committee through the
local Chapter Chairmen has attempted to assist
with the collection of delinquent dues, as the
Committee feels that a delinquent member is
not a credit to the Association. The Chairman
is not satisfied with a record that shows a 20
per cent delinquency at the end of March, three
months after the date when dues should have
been remitted to S. I,. A. Headquarters.
Your Chairman has been in constant communication with the 33 members of the Committee and the suggestions from every one of
these have been most helpful. Of particular asMEMBERSHIP
sistance are the bulletins issued by the Chapters, and your Chairman appreciates the coThis Committee has the least difficult assignoperation of the Chapters in making them availment of any on the Advisory Council of the Asable.
sociation. The function of the Committee is to
Your Chairman also takes this opportunity
sell more lines of personal communication
to thank Miss Mildred Adams for her kindness
through membership in Special Libraries Assoin representing the Committee at a meeting of
ciation and that is not difficult because the prodthe Advisory Council in March and in reportuct is good and sells itself.
ing on the meeting. Indeed, the cooperation of
The work of the Chairman is made lighter by
the Committee members has only been matched
the cooperation of the other members of the Adby the cooperation of the Headquarters staff, and
visory Council. The national Secretary assists
in every way possible, the Editor of SPECIAL I want at this time to apologize to Mrs. Steb-

education in Russia, Sweden, France, Holland,
United Kingdom, India, West Africa, Belgium
and South America. In all, well over 100 letters
have been written to foreign countries in regard
to special library activities. Your Chairman also
has had personal contact with librarians who
were visiting in this country from England,
France and Sweden. In discussing library situations with these librarians it was interesting to
note that many of their problems were identical
with our own.
The State Department has cooperated with
the Committee by keeping it informed as to the
Department's activities with libraries in the
international field. The Committee has also been
designated by the State Department as an official depository for complete U N documents.
Your Chairman has represented S. I,. A. on
the American Book Center for W a r Devastated
Libraries, Inc., and is now serving that body
as Treasurer.
A seven page bulletin prepared by your
Chairman and commenting on trends in the
special library field as well as activities of
S. L. A. was prepared and mailed to some 300
representatives of special libraries and others in
foreign countries.
Correspondence with libraries in foreign
countries points to a very keen interest in the
activities of S. L. A. with the thought that this
Association may serve as a pattern and guide to
wider establishment of special libraries in
foreign countries. Many requests, particularly
from South America, indicate an immediate interest in placing courses in special librarianship
on the curricula of existing schools of library
service.
Mrs. Stebbins has cooperated with your
Chairman in the work of the International Relations Committee and has sent much information and many S. L. A. publications abroad in
response to requests for such material.
Your Chairman forsees a much closer working contact in the foreign field of special libraries and recommends that the Committee be
continued and enlarged, and that S. L. A. members in foreign countries be requested to accept
appointments on it for the year 1946-47.
ELEANOR
S. CAVANAUGH,
Chairwzan
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bins for adding to the work of her Office which
functions under the most trying conditions of
inadequate space. The Committee recommends
that every effort be made to expand the Office
facilities as soon as possible so that the Committee can continue to bring in more members
to create more work!
The Committee offers to the Committee on
Constitution and By-Laws a recommendation to
adjust the pro-rated feature of initial dues. I t is
suggested that members accepted after November 1 should be given the courtesies of membership upon payment in full of the dues for
the following year. Members accepted prior to
November 1 will be admitted to membership
privileges upon payment of the full amount for
the current year.
The Committee asks that a study be made of
the period of grace permitted to delinquent
members since the present period allowed exceeds that of many associations, and incurs a
financial hardship on the Association.
The work of the Membership Committee
never ends. S. L. A. must continue to expand
until it includes every personal source of special
knowledge and every person who shares our
common interest.
The Chairman appreciates the kindness displayed by the Board in many instances, and
suggests to the membership that working with
this Committee is not work, but fun.
JANE BREWER,Chairmalt

PUBLIC
RELATIONS
In accordance with plans made earlier this
year, the Public Relations Committee has prepared copies of the new promotion brochure
which the Committee hopes will please the Association members and prove a good investment
by interesting large companies in establishing
special libraries. The Committee has secured
from the Chairmen of six Groups, namely: Advertising, Financial, Insurance, Newspaper,
Science-Technology and Transportation, suggestions for letters to companies falling within
their Groups. T h e Committee felt that these
Groups would be sufficient for a beginning. The
suggested form letters are to be adapted to the
individual situation by the local Chapter President, and are not to be considered as a limitation but rather as a n aid.
T h e Public Relations Committee is now receiving from the local Chapter Presidents lists
of companies in their areas which fall into one
of the above mentioned Groups and which do
not have special libraries but could afford them.
These lists are to be checked against the membership files at Headquarters to be sure that no
companies are approached which already hold
membership in S. I,. A. Companies which do not
fall within the orbit of a local Chapter a r e to
be approached by the Group Chairman. I t is

hoped that the work can begin this summer.
The brochures are ready, and also the postcards for enclosure with the letter from the
Chapter President.
The two-year public relations program carried out by the Science-Technology Group has
resulted in the publication by Group members
of 13 articles which appeared in various technical and educational journals. The national
Group sponsored a Round Table Discussion on "Technical Library Service" at the
American Chemical Scciety meeting in Cleveland in 1944. I t will put on a n exhibit a t the
National Chemical Exposition, September 1014, 1946, in Chicago.
The Liaison Committee of the Science-Technology Group of the Philadelphia Council prepared a film strip showing special library services. This project was initiated by Miss Rebecca Lingenfelter, Librarian, R. C. A. Victor
Division, Camden, New Jersey, with the cooperation of local Group members. Those participating planned their own pictures and script
to tell a story illustrating some special feature
or unique phase of their work. This film strip
will be used at the National Chemical Exposition and on similar occasions.
The Illinois Chapter's Science-Technology
Croup members prepared a Science-Technology
Bibliography for use in the Group manual and
elsewhere.
A s Chairman of this Committee I cannot say
enough for the cooperation and enthusiastic support given on every hand by members, the Executive Board, the Chapter Presidents and
Group Chairmen, not t o mention "the Office,"
which always replies promptly, fully and to the
point !
ELOISE
REQUA,Chairman

PUBLICATIONS
The Directory of Microfilm Services has
been submitted in final form ready for publication and approved by the Executive Board.
Other publications are still in process.
A n Association membership list was issued
as Part I 1 of the January 1946 issue of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES.
There has been a slight reorganization of the
Publications Governing Committee by which
LIBRARIESand
the editorial staffs of SPECIAL
T B R I became sub-committees. This was done
so that all Association publications would come
under the supervision of one committee. The
editors of SPECIALLIBRARIESand T B R I thus
become members of the Publications Governing Committee. I t was felt that since S. L. A.
now has someone a t Headquarters to do editorial work, the Publications Governing Committee and its sub-committees s h ~ u l dact in an
advisory capacity, thus relieving those who
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serve on a volunteer basis of the burden of the
work.
BETTY JOY COLE, Chairman
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on 'Tesonance 8 Alignment," on "Automatic
V b l m e Control," on "D-C Voltage Distribution." Hard bindings ,
$1.25 each

..
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RESOLUTIONS
The Resolution Committee offers the following report :
Whereas the Special Libraries Association is
convened in Boston, June 12-15, 1946, for its
37th Annual and first Postwar Convention, and
Whereas assistance has been so readily and
generously given by Boston organizations to
the Convcntion Committee, and
Whereas the members of S. L. A. have been
so courteously and hospitably entertained a t
breakfasts, lunches, teas and receptions, and
Whereas the newspapers have given such
generous publicity to our organi7atio11, and
Whereas the speakers a t our meetings have
given of their time and effort to present timely
and interesting talks, and
Whcreas we have been comfortably and adequately domiciled at the Statler Hotel, and
lYhereas the Convention Committee has
worked so long and diligently to provide such
an excellent meeting
Tlzcrrfo~e~c ~t Resolved that a cordial vote
of thanks and appreciation be extended t o :
American Airlines System
American Mutual Liability Insurance ComPanY
American Oil Company
Boston Chamber of Commerce
Boston Convention Committee
Boston Elevated Railway
Boston Globe
Boston Herald-Traveler
Boston Museum of Fine Arts
Boston Post
Boston Public Library
Boston Public Library Professional Staff
Association
Boston Record, American & Sunday A d vertiser
Christian Science Monitor
City of Boston Public Celebrations Office
College Club
Copley Plaza Hotel
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
First National Bank of Boston
Ginn and Company
Harvard University Libraries
Insurance Library Association of Boston
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
New England Council

Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements
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not known to the Resolutions Committee and
B e I t Further Resolved, that this resolution
be spread upon the minutes of this meeting.
BETTYJOY COLE, Chairman

The United States Office of Education held
a Conference on Library Statistics on March
4-5, 1946, in Washington, D. C., Special Librarirs Association being represented by M r
Walter Hausdorfer. There was discussion of
what had been published, what is projected and
what data were needed in the library field, also
whether a cezsus or sampling would be the
more desirable.
The Office seems interested and willing to
collect and publish data on special libraries.
S. L. A. not only welcomes this opportunity
to obtain data our Association could not itself afford to collect and publish but it also
recognizes this acknowledgement of our importance in the national library picture.
Your President, Mr. Herman Henkle, has
appointed a Committee, the two members at
present being Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh and
Mr. Walter Hausdorfer, to consider what statistics are wanted. Recommendations will be
sent to the Office of Education. Therefore your
help is needed, either individually or through
your Group affiliation, in informing the Committee what statistics of libraries are felt to be
most important.
Various items on which it may be possible
to collect data are listed below. Group members are to indicate by numbers 1, 2, 3 or 4,
placed beside each item, the following comments or recommendations :
1. Data essential, but necessary to collect
only every five or ten years (indicate
which period)
2. Data essential. Collect every one o r two
years (indicate which)
3. Data not essential or helpful
4. Data could not be supplied by libraries
in this Group
The Committee wants your criticism and
further comments. Consider what statistics of
special libraries you would like to have, and
whether we should ask for data on all special
libraries, o r on a selected group, a sample?
Should we compile as complete data as we can
one year, and sample the next?
It is suggested that the Office collect basic
data, indicated in P a r t I of the list, every five
o r ten years, and data on operations (Service,
Part 11) every two or three years. All replies
should be sent to Mr. Walter Hausdorfer, Librarian, Sullivan Memorial Library, Temple
University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

America's escape from
b
tyranny and the
b
counter-attack on freedom! )

1 The American 1b

,

Revolution
iand Its lnfluencei
on World
4
4 Civilization
by
i

I
(

-

-

ROBERTR. MCCORMICK
Editor and Publisher of the Chicago Tribune

W h a t was t h e effect o f t h e American
Revolution i n Latin America, Canada,
i n t h e lands bordering t h e Pacific, in
Europe, i n England itself? W h a t were
t h e basic ideas underlying t h e revolt
o f 13 o f t h e 17 British colonies in
North America-and
h o w does t h e
present trend to destroy these ideas
contribute t o today's world unrest?
Here, condensed for quick reading,
is t h e inspiring story o f t h e impact o f
American ideals o n world history and
t h e manner i n which other nations
may bring peace a n d freedom to subject peoples. H e r e are identified t h e
reactionary influences which would
stifle t h e human gains inspired by
America's example.
Casebound, 6 x 9 inches, complete with
bibliography and index. Order from
your book seller or the Chicago Tribune
Public Service Ofice, I So. Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Ill. Price, $1.00.
Published by THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE
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WHAT IS
YOUR RIGHT
FREE PRESS?

American citizen feels
EVERY
free to criticize his public officials and government, but how
free is he to do so? What do the
courts say he can or cannot do?
Liberty and the Press is a factpacked record of the Chicago
Tribune's historic $3,000,000
fight during the past 25 years to
preserve freedom of utterance
not only for itself but for every
private citizen. I t tells the story
of seven celebrated court cases
involving attempts to destroy
this Constitutional right. Every
person who has any interest in
public affairs will want to read
this revealing record which bears
directly on his personal liberty.
Bound i n cloth; I08 pages; 6 x 9
inches. Price $2.00; by mail anywhere i n the United States $2.10.
Order from your book seller or the
Chicago Tribune Public Service
Ofice, I South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Published by the
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
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Part I
Name of Library
Location
Organizational set-up: under what office, department, etc.; no. of libraries or branches.
Staff
Professional (Library) Professional (Nonlibrary)
Clerical
Assistance from company pool.
Resources
Books
Periodicals
Currently received
Disposition
Pictures or illustrations
Films
Slides
Phonograph records
Manuscripts
Maps
Pamphlets
Services received currently
Research reports
Files (vertical)
Pamphlet and clipping
Company correspondence
Part I1
Area of service
Entire company in central office or headquarters
Research staff
Plants
Agencies
Other organizations or companies
Public
Kind of service
Interlibrary loan
Indexing
Abstracting
Translating
News bulletin
Editorial
Routing of materials
Supplying of information
1. General reference
2. Dissemination of information
Literature searches
Patent searches
Data compilation
Supplying current data
Preparation of reports, bibliographies, etc.
WALTERHAUSDORPER,
Chairman

The balance in the Student Loan Fund as of
June 5, 1946, is $1,561.59. There is a n outstanding loan to Mrs. Dorothy N. Orde. The original loan to Mrs. Orde was $275 and she is
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making regular monthly payments and to date
has paid $190.
There have been no applications for loans
during the current year.
Letters to promote the use of the Student
Loan Fund were mailed to the heads of accredited library schools and some replies indicating interest were received.
The membership of the Committee now consists of Mrs. Lucile Keck, Librarian, Joint
Reference Library, Chicago, Illinois, and Miss
Marion L. Hatch, Librarian, U. S. Bureau of
Mines, Central Experiment Station, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. There exists on the Committee
a vacancy for a three year term.
MARIONL. HATCH,Chairman
The year 1946 marks the reconversion period
for the circulation of the Technical B o o k Review Index. Since cancellation of subscriptions
from Army Air Force libraries was expected
for some time due to closing of A A F bases,
Mrs. Stebbins took steps early in the year to
secure new subscribers. A circular was sent
from Headquarters to a selected mailing list of
Public, College and University libraries offering a "trial" subscription to T B R I at a reduced rate. An advertisement was also run in
various library journals with the same offer,
and as a result we now have over 100 new subscribers to compensate to some extent for the
losses.
Since the end of the war we received several
orders for subscriptions from foreign countries.
W e believe that as soon as international contacts can be established on a wider scale we
shall be able to increase our export.
A slight change has been made in the editorial policy of the Technical B o o k Review Znd e x : the magazine now carries additional reviews of books previously entered. These entries are marked with asterisks to distinguish
them from items published for the first time.
The Technical B o o k Review Index is in its
12th volume. Its editor is Julia C. Wallace.
JOLAN M. FERTIG,Chairman

Yes, the Goodrich Staklite does just that! Actually "bends" light in 8 directions t o provide
the only proper illumination ever deuisedfor book
stacks. T h e Staklite directs a maximum of light
t o the sides-from t o p t o bottom shelf-leavi n g aisles completely free from glare.
T h i s scientific illumination assures comfortfewer misable r e a d i n g . quick selection
takes. T o learn h o w the Goodrich Staklite
will improve your working efficiency-clip
the coupon below!
Sold through electrical wholesalers

..

...

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVES
The activities of the American Documentation Institute have dwindled to an annual luncheon, at which a good deal of information on
a good many subjects is disseminated. As
S. I,. A. representative I recommend that as i
long as A. D. I. exists S. L. A. should maintain I
representation in its activities.
MARYA. BENNETT,
S. L. A. Represct~tatinc

1 Goodrich
Electric Company
4 6 0 0 Belle Plaine Avenue

AMERICAN
STANDARDS
ASSOCIATION
COMMITTEE
2-39
A. S. A. Committee 2-39 held no meeting

Chicago 41, Illinois
Send me Bulletin 92,"Lighton !he
Sub~ecrof Book Stack IlIum~nat~on,

1city

I

.---.-..------.-------------....
~ t a t e . . . ~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~
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Periodicals
Books
We have modern binding
facilities and expert craftsmen to handle your bind-

ing problems. Please let
us know your needs.

WAGENVOORD & CO.
300-310 N. Grand Ave., Lansing, Mich.
Library bookbinders and booksellers

SABIN'S
DICTIONAR Y
of Books Relating
to America
Complete Set-29 Vols., octavo,
bound in black buckram.
N. Y., 1868-1936.
N e t Price to Libraries

(A set was recently sold at auction
in New York for $800)

GOODSPEED'S
BOOK SHOP, INC.
18 Beacon St.. Boston 8, Mass.

[Ocfobcr

during 1945-1946, and no subcommittee activity
has been reported.
In November 1945 Mr. Henkle, President of
S. I,. A., requested that your Representative
prepare for him a summary of the activities of
Committee 2-39, This was done, and in the report was included the recommendation that
S. L. A. continue its representation on the Committee.
RUTHMcG. LANE,S. L. A. Representatiz~e
As this Committee is winding up its duties,
the emergency for which it was established having passed, the Chairman is taking this opportunity to give a history and summary of its
work.
The Committee was formed in 1941 with
Mr. Thomas Fleming of A. L,. A. as Chairman
and your representative has served on this Committee since its inception to date. The purpose
of the Committee was to insure the receipt of
foreign periodicals to keep the files of U. S.
libraries as intact as possible in spite of war.
Up to that time the blockade of the Atlantic
Ocean had necessitated shipment of foreign
periodicals (especially German) through the
Pacific via port of Los Angeles. With our
entrance into the war this port of entry was
closed.
The first task of the Committee was t o obtain permission from the U. S. government for
agents to transmit a sum of money abroad for
foreign subscriptions. Two hundred thousand
dollars was so set aside and subscriptions were
to be for accredited research libraries and for
technical and medical journals necessary to
American research only. The second task was to
obtain permission from the British government
to have parcels of such periodicals shipped via
the Atlantic by foreign publishers. When this
was granted such parcels were personally inspected and certified in Bermuda by the Chairman of the Joint Committee. Contents of each
parcel were vouched for as necessary for research in allied war effort. This was the Importation Plan of 1942.
Under such conditions trickles of German
and other Axis technical journals were received
by research libraries in the U. S. so that most
of 1939, 1940 and 1941 files are complete.
A survey was made by the Committee on
gaps caused by shipping losses which could not
be filled by re-ordering, and a list was made
of the holdings of those journals received, giving their location so that gaps could be filled
by photostating or microfilming. This list, entitled A Check-list o f Certain Periodicals, was
deposited with the Library of Congress. Mr.
Fleming also answered queries as to the location of current foreign journals in this country.
By March 1943 the Alien Property Cus-
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todian had undertaken to acquire, reprint and
sell certain foreign journals from single copies
obtained through Military Intelligence. Back
numbers of 1940, 1941 and 1942 could be filled
in for certain journals by purchase of reprints
from Edwards Brothers, Agent of A. P. C.
Fifty periodicals could be so subscribed to for

1943.
I n November 1943 a second importation place
was established when the Committee received
a Treasury importation license and $30,000 could
be remitted to Switzerland for one copy of
each enemy scientific publication not already
present in the country. The gaps shown in A
Check-list of Certaiva Periodicals could thus be
filled in and a supplementary list of periodicals
(Statement of Joint Committee No. 9 ) was issued.
I n 1944 subscriptions were being taken for
1943 journals and permission was obtained to
purchase Italian books and magazines by depositing funds with Italian booksellers through
a treasury license obtained in October 1944. I n
1945 the Joint Committee surveyed the state of
various book dealers in France, Italy and liberated areas of Europe and abstracts of the
communications from these were issued. Not
as much loss had occurred in French, Belgian
and Dutch publishing schedules as had been
expected so that 1943 journals were being
mailed. Italian dealers had managed to preserve material for American subscribers.
Edwards Brothers were continuing to reprint A. P. C. material a t prices more reasonable than those of original publications. Subscriptions to 1944 journals were being completed in the face of acute paper shortages and
price inflation, but current journals were not
arriving on time. Ninety per cent of the Leipzig
publishing area had been destroyed, German
agents had lost their stored holdings and plates
for reprinting were also destroyed. There had
occurred a merging of similar journals; only
500 periodicals or 1/10 of peacetime publications
were being issued.
I n July 1945 the Joint Committee engaged
a paid assistant to handle the clerical work incident to orders. Orders placed to March 1942
had been paid one-half in advance and a small
service charge had been imposed. A t present,
the Joint Committee is completing billing the
service charge and the various agents are sending out credits for balance of subscriptions not
received.
1945 magazines of French, Belgian and Dutch
origin are being received and subscriptions taken
for 1946 journals.
No publications are coming out of Germany
and the Chairman of the Committee is a t present in Germany for the State Department attempting to negotiate for material in the Russian occupied zone of Leipzig to be released.
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PUBLIC
AFFAIRS
PAMPHLETS
T o increase and enrich the
usefulness o f your library
FOR
readers advisory services
adult education programs
information bureaus
workers education departments
group services
H e r e a r e t h e key facts your readers
w a n t o n jcbs, veterans, labor, per-

sonal a n d d o m e s t i c a d j u s t m e n t s ,
health, foreign t r a d e , race relations,
housing
and
other
important
questions.

Published Monthly
Reliable
Easy to Read
Authoritative
Over 10 Million Distributed
To Date
Special O f f e r T o Libraries
T H E PUBLIC AFFAIRS LIBRARYall pamphlets now in print, plus new
titles issued monthly to a total of 70
pamphlets in all-for only $5.

For free descriptive catalogs, free display materials, plus complete information
about PUBLIC AFFAIRS PAMPHLETS,
subscription offers and quantity rates,
write today to
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, INC.
22 East 38th Street
New York 16, New York
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Introducing the New

IOGRAPHY
INDEX
bt will locate for you:

1

Biographical material appearing
in the more than 1300 periodicals
regularly indexed by the Wilson
Company, plus selected law,
medical and other professional
journals. .

..

Current books that contribute to
the knowing of men. .

..

Prefaces and pamphlet material
that tell of personalities. . . .
Pictures wherever they appear in
the above researches and, of
course, obituaries. . .

.

Reasonably priced on the service
basis. W r i t e for your subscription rate.

*

I t is the latest, cumulative, quarterly publication of

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950 University Avenue
New York 52, N. Y.

An Interdepartmental Committee for Acquisition of Foreign Periodicals of the Office of
Strategic Services is finding sources of microfilm holdings of foreign periodicals.
Gaps in lcnowledge of political and newspaper type of publications of Axis countries for
1939 to the end of the war are being filled by
a special fund supplied to an American residing
in Turkey who is buying local papers and books
of Axis countries received in the Balkans for
Yale, Harvard and New York Public Libraries.
A list of these acquisitions has been sent to the
Committee Chairman.
As regards the co-operation which the A. L.
A. has shown the S. L. A. representative, the
writer was in frequent contact by telephone
with Mr. Fleming of the A. L. A. and was
kept informed by him of all developments. She
had little to do with setting up the policy but
her suggestions were graciously received. I t is
felt that the emergency produced a satisfactory
co-operation which, it is hoped, resulted in
some benefits to libraries in both Associatioris.
LUCY0. LEWTON,S. I,. A. R~presentafive
The Microcard Committee is a small committee which has accomplished a great deal in
its short existence toward getting some real
experimentation started in the manufacture of
microcards. At the last Committee meeting several projects were suggested and practical experimentation is now being undertaken. Whether
microcards become a reality or not, your Representative feels that S. L. A. has done well to
cooperate in this effort to give them a chance to
prove their worth.
MARYA. BENNETT,
S. L. A. RePresentafive
I t has been requested that an evaluation of
our affiliation with the Library Binding Institute be included as a part of the present annual report. Accordingly, the following facts
are submitted :
On November 18, 1941 Miss Laura Woodward, then President of Special Libraries Association, wrote the undersigned that "Mr. Pelham Barr, Executive Director of the Library
Binding Institute, has asked Special Libraries
Association, as well as the American Library
Association and Association of Law Libraries,
to appoint a representative to serve on a special
Emergency Committee, the duties of which will
be to take whatever steps are necessary to keep
materials moving into the binderies.
"Since the Executive Board, on October 24,
approved of the appointment by the President
of a representative to serve in this capacity, Mr.
Barr has asked if we will appoint a Washington representative as well as one from New
York City.
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"I should like very much to have you serve
as the Washington representative of this Committee . . ."
The undersigned agreed to serve as Washington Representative, and has done so ever
since, working in close cooperation with Mr.
Barr and later, also with Mr. Paul Howard
of the A. L. A. National Relations Office. Innumerable interviews were held with officials
of such Federal agencies as the W a r Production
Board, the Office of Civilian Requirements, etc.
I t is difficult to give a definite answer to the
question as to just what results were obtained,
and consequently of the precise value of our
work to Special Libraries Association. However,
the binders are still binding, even though they
are faced with a number of serious difficulties,
which are noted below.
One of the chief values of our work has been
educational. I t frequently happens that a government official may be an expert in his own
particular line, and still have a very limited
knowledge of what libraries are, and what library binding is. One man, for example, did
not know that cotton duck was used in manufacturing the buckram with which books are
bound. W e have placed carefully prepared statements covering the essential facts about library
service and binding into the hands of responsible
officials in a n effort to convince them of the importance of binding, and of the relatively small
amount of materials required each year to meet
binding needs. Mr. Barr tabulated the results
of a questionnaire sent out to binders by this
Committee, and the report he sent in to the
Government was described by one official as "the
best report we have yet received from anybody
on civilian requirements."
Although the war is over, it would seem unwise to discontinue the office of "Special Representative to the Library Binding Institute" (as
it has now come to be called). Should adverse
legislation occur, or other difficulties arise, it
would be easier to cope with them by utilizing
our present setup than by starting again from
scratch. Even without unforeseen difficulties,
there are plenty to face a t present. The materials
situation is worse than during the w a r ; only
one mill is making its prewar fabric, and one
other mill is making a n alternate fabric approved by the Joint Committee of A. I,. A. and
L. B. I. for emergency purposes. No prediction
can be made as to when regular buckram will
be in normal supply again. Other textiles are in
very short supply-often unobtainable.
Prices of materials are going up since the
0 . P. A. has failed to hold the line. Buckram
has had two price increases in three monthsretroactive so that binders had to pay an additional bill after the buckram was in books.
Binder's board is up in price; so is gold, used
in marking books. Reinforcing and backlining

Expert Service on Magazine
Subscriptions for Special Libraries
W r i t e for a f r e e copy of Faxon's
Librarians' Guide.
Also odd numbers of magazines,
volumes, o r complete sets.

F. W. FAXON COMPANY
83-91 Francis Street
Eack Bay. Boston, Massachusetts

Library Paste
Permanent

Clean

Cream the Paste &th the
brush. Spread thin. Card
pockets. book plates. and
even bindings will be
inseparably h e l d
A 2-0,s. sample sena on rearrest
of

nrrv ~ r b r n r m n

SANFORD INK CO.
Chicago

New York

6 Reasons Why

No. 533 8 oz.
No. 534 5 0s.

...

T h e Engineering Index should
be in your library
1-COVERS

EVERY BRANCH OF ENGINEERING

The developments made i n the alltomotive, civil, and electrical
fields are indexed just a s completely a s tilose made i n management, marine, mechanical, mining, petroleum and railroad
engineering.

2-WORLD-WIDE

IN

SCOPE

Articles indexed are selected from the engineering literature,
no matter where i t is published.

3-BROADENS

YOUR INTERESTS

Each volume contains references on more t h a n 5,000 subjects.

4-MORE

THAN AN INDEX

Following the tille of every article indexed is a concise digest
which gives acnlrate conception of its contents. Names mentioned i n the text matter, including those of authors, eginecrs,
scientists and many prominent industrialists are grouped alphabetically i n a n Aulhor Index.

subject.

6-DEPENDABLE,

COMPREHENSIVE

The number of magazines you And time to read i n the course
of a year is but a small percentage of tho3e published: eonsequelitly, you do not get a complete picture of engineering
oromebs. Onlv the amassed ocriadical terhnical literature can
g i v i you that; and only t h e ' ~ n g i n e r i n g Index has the fncilitie? t o index this wide and varied collection of information,
and make i t accessible a s the telephone on your desk.

The

1945

edition has come from the
price $50.00

press-

THE ENGINEERING INDEX INC.
29 West 39th Street, New York 18, N. Y.
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RECENT A E R O N A U T I C A L L I T E R A T U R E

A Selective Subiect Index
1945
Compiled and Edited by
Willard Kelso Dennis, Librarian
BEECH AIRCRAFT C O R P O R A T l O N

A unique service indexing over 8,000
articles from American, Canadian and
British aeronautical periodicals and related technical journals. Leading libraries
having frequent calls for aeronautical
references have endorsed this reference
service by their use for t h e past three
years. Comparable indexing can n o t be
duplicated for less than hundreds o f times
t h e nominal charge for this index.
T h i s service i s s u p p l e m e n t e d by a
monthly indexavailable at $5.00 for 1946.
Price o f the 1945 cumulative volume
is $5.00 payable to
BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Wichita 1, Kansas

IMPORTANT REPRINT

KUNSTSTOFFE
(Plastics)
Vols. 1-31

1911-1941

Bound

Thirty-one Volumes Comprising
8672 Pages
More than 1,500 Half-Tone
Illustrations

Price $375.00
I

(Single volumes available.
Please ask for quotations.)

I

VOLUMES 1-5 NOW READY
Reprinting completed by October, 1946

JOHNSON REPRINT
CORPORATION
1 2 5 EAST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

[October

fabrics of usable types are selling at two or
three times the prewar level.
Labor is still short; there are needed about
16 per cent more people to bring working forces
up to normal. Wages are steadily rising, while
productivity is low and unit costs higher than
last year.
The delivery outlook is not good, although
there are indications that in some binderies the
situation might change for the better during
the next few months. However, normal delivery
schedules are a long way off.
Even if general inflation is controlled soon,
binders will need more money to break even.
Libraries should figure on higher binding budgets and allocations.
PHILLIPS
TEMPLE,
S . L,. A. Representative to L. B . I.
-

Announcements
Miss Jameson Attends Study Group
Miss Mary Ethel Jameson, Librarian of the
National Industrial Conference Board, Inc.,
New York, who spent the month of August in
England and Scotland, represented S. L. A. a t
a Study Group on Special Librarianship organized by ASLIB, held at Chaucer House,
London, on August 12-17. Discussions included what is needed from the special librarian ; special library routine ; statistics ; and
questions on sources of information.
Call to S. L. A. Board and
Council Meeting
The S. L. A. Executive Board and Advisory
Council will meet Saturday, October 26, at
9:30 A. M., at the Hotel Pennsylvania in New
York City. The meeting is open to all S. L. A.
members. This is an opportunity for you to
learn the problems confronting the Board and
Council and to take part in the discussion of
these matters. I urge all of you who are close
enough to take advantage of attending this
meeting to do so.
BETTYJOY COLE,Preside9tt
Miss Cole Visits 5 S. L. A. Chapters
Betty Joy Cole, President of Special Libraries Association, visited the Montreal Chapter on September 22-23; she was guest speaker
at a dinner meeting of the Toronto Chapter
held at the Canada Life Assurance Company on
September 25. The Western New York Chapter had Miss Cole as guest of honor at diuner
at its first meeting of the new season on September 28 at the Westbrook Hotel in Buffalo.
On October 19 Miss Cole will be the speaker
at a joint luncheon meeting of the Pittsburgh
Chapter, S. L. A., and the Pennsylvania Li-
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brary Association, at the University Club in
Pittsburgh.
When the new Louisiana Chapter holds its
first organizational meeting on November 14,
Miss Cole will be present to bring greetings
from the national Association.
Executive Secretary to Visit Western
Chapters
Since no S. L. A. Convention has been held
on the west coast for the past 16 years, due in
part to the war, and since no national officer has
been able to visit these western Chapters since
Miss Alma C. Mitchill visited them during her
year as President in 1939, the Executive Board
has asked the Executive Secretary, Mrs. Kathleen B. Stebbins, to visit each of the 3 west
coast Chapters before the first of the year, as
well as any midwest Chapters which she could
contact en route.
Mrs. Stebbins will therefore be the guest of
the Illinois Chapter on November 12; the Minnesota Chapter on November 13-14; the Puget
Sound Chapter on November 16-18; San Francisco on November 19-21 ; Southern California
a t Los .Angeles November 22-24; and the
Greater St. Louis Chapter on November 26.
While in Chicago Mrs. Stebbins plans to assist with the arrangements for the 1947 Convention to be held June 10-13 at the Drake
Hotel. She will also help the Southern California Chapter formulate a tentative program
for the 1949 Convention which is planned for
Los Angeles.

G. E. Stechert 8 Co. Changes Its Name
Mr. Walter A. Hafner announces that as of
October 1, 1946, the firm of G. E. Stechert &
Co. will be known as Stechert-Hafner, Inc.
This has been brought about by a long-standing desire of the Hafner family to identify its
name more closely with the business, which
was purchased by Mr. Alfred Hafner in 1914.
The time chosen for this change coincides with
the firm's Diamond Jubilee. Officers of the
new corporation are: Walter A. Hafner, President; Alfred Hafner, Vice-Pres. ; Otto Hafner,
Sec.-Treas. ; Albert Daub, Gencral Manager.
The new organization will be devoted entirely to bookselling, both domestic and foreign. The
offices in London, Paris, Berne, as well as a
new one in Genoa, will continue their activities as in the past. A branch in Germany
will be re-established as soon as conditions permit. The books published by G. E. Stechert
& Co. will be taken over by the Hafner Publishing Company, Inc., Mr. Otto H. Hafner,
President. In addition to the existing Stechert
reprints this firm will publish scientific books
as well as books of general interest. The offices and stockrooms will be located in the
Stechert-Hafner Buildings at 31 East Tenth
Street, New York 3, N. Y.

r l ! t
Poems of Science and Indzstry

HAVE NO SIZE
by A. M. SULLIVAN

Strikingly original and of singular timeliness and
significance is this unusual volume of fresh and
provocative verse linking up nature, God, science,
and the tools and devices of industry in a scheme
which makes sense. A hook to read, to own, and
(Ready Nor. 8 )
to give.
A t all bookstores $2.75
E. P. DUTTON 8 CO., 300 4th Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

HENRY G . FIEDLER
31 East 10th Street, 6th Floor,
New York, 3

+
Large
Stock
of
BIOLOGICAL,
CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL, and other
SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS. BOOKS
on the NATURAL and EXACT
SCIENCES.

ENGINEERING
The leading periodical in refrigeration and a i r conditioning. Comprehensive, readable, authoritative, scientifically sound, it presents current developments in refrigeration and a i r
conditioning i n a n interesting and unbiased style.

REFRIGERATING
ENClNEERlNG
keeps pace with t h e present rapid expansion in these industries. For anyone whose business is concerned with
any branch of this field, reading this
magazine regularly i s a necessity.
$3.00 annually in the U.S.
($4.00 elsewhere)
published by
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
REFRIGERATING ENGINEERS
40 West 40 Street
New York 18, New York
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books,

publications,

research

college

text-

books, appear under the imprint
of

The
University
of Toronto
Press
(Member USIBA, AAUP)

Catalogues and announcements
of new books sent on request to
all libraries in the United States
and Canada.

Address: Toronto,

Canada.
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Mr. Henkle Visits Central and
South America
Mr. Herman H. Henkle, President of Special Libraries Association, 1945-46, will
leave for Central and South America on October 7 for a tour which will bring him back
to the Library of Congress on November 18.
The purpose of his trip is to discuss with Latin American Librarians the agenda of the
Asamlea to be held in Washington in May
and June, 1947. H e will also visit libraries ill
which the Library of Congress staff members
have had assignments under the Interdepartmental Committee's program of cultural cooperation. His itinerary will include attendance
at the Second International Congress of Librarians, Custodians of Archives and Curators
of Museums of the Carribean Area in Guatemala City, and visits to the national libraries
of Venezuela in Caracas, and of Brazil in Rio
de Janeiro. H e will also visit libraries and
discuss problems of cataloging and library
training with librarians in Guatemala City,
Balboa, Rio de Janeiro, Caracas, Sao Paulo,
Bucnos Aires, Montevideo, Santiago and Lima.
I n Montevideo, Uruguay, he will attend a conference of Latin American librarians which is
being planned by SPnor Juan Silva Vila, Director of the National Library, who recently
visited the Library of Congress.

- Out of Print

You Buy Satisfaction

when you purchase

"BOUND TO
STAY BOUND"
Library Binding
and
Prebound Books

United States Government
Publications
Lirfr nozu available:
U. S. Dept. of Labor
U. S. Dept. Agric. Soil Surveys
U. S. Geologic Folios
Ah:

PsycI1ology
Arctic
Quakers

Send Want Lists

JAMES C. HOWGATE Bookseller
128 So. Church St., Schenectady 1, N. Y.

NEW METHOD BOOK BINDERY, Inc.
JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS
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W h a t is this young man thinking? What does he need

to think? The world he faces differs greatly from the one
his father knew. Changing conditions.. . bewildering
situations in international affairs .. .social, political, and
economic crises. . miracles of science and the amazing
new frontiers of atomic energy.. .have created new problems of living. Never have FACTS and up-to-date information been so vital to clear thinking in a confused world.

.

Insures economy of time and effort
In rebuildrng a new and better world, teachers and librarians must be alert, informed, equipped with facts.
They must have recourse to information in every field, on
every subject, in today's vast realms of knowledge. They
can find in this comprehensive, concisely edited encyclopedia, instant answers to the most exacting needs of
present day youth.
The onmsh of recent events necessitated complete revision of two thirds of the 30-volume work. Hundreds of

,

273

new articles and illustrations on current subjects now supplement the authoritative, historical treatises by dbtinguished contributors. Our skilled editorial staff has succeeded in securing crystal-sharp condensation of facts to
insure economy of time and effort. Worldwide in scope,
the pages of the 1946 Americana throw
brilliant searchlights on the limitless
horizon of research.
CWI-RII out coupon and mad far beaudul3&
pase illuscrated booklet "America's Refereace
Work."

T W O WEST FORTY-FIFTH STREET, N E W YORK 19

I

1

I
I
I

Gentlemen Please send me wnhout obhgation your booklet
"America's Reference Work," descr~bingTHE ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA.
Name
Address
C#ty
State
Title (if . m y )
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WALTER A. HAFNER
President

ALFRED HAFNER
Vice-president

[October

OTTO H. HAFNER
Secretary.Treosurer

ALBERT DAUB
General Monager

STECHERT-HAFNER, INC.
Formerly G. E. Stechert 8 Co.

Established N e w York 1872

Cable Address

Books and Periodicals

STECHERTCO
N E W YORK

Branches
London
Paris
Genoa
Berne

31 EAST 10th STREET, N E W YORK 3, N . Y.
Telephone Stuyvesant 9-2174

T o the Librarian:

IN

1872 GUSTAVE. STELHERT
founded a bookstore in New York City with the
aim of making foreign and domestic books available promptly and inexpensively
to libraries thruout the United States and Canada. The venture prospered
almost immediately, and under the leadership of Alfred Hafner, who entered the
business in 1889, the organization continued to expand.
1914 ALFREDHAFNERpurchased the business from the estate of Gustav E.
Stechert. After the first World War, Otto H. Hafner and Walter A. Hafner, upon
leaving the U. S. Army in 1919, entered the firm, and in 1926 became partners.

I N

APPROACHOF THE DIAMOND
JUBILEE
(1872-1947) of the firm and the
advent of Alfred Hafner's eightieth birthday presented a n appropriate time to
join the two names, Stechert and Hafner, which are so well-known in library
and book circles here and abroad. The firm now becomes:
T H E

STECHERT-HAFNER, INC.
WALTER
A. HAFNER
................... President
ALFRED
HAFNER
.......................... Vice-president
OTTOH. HAFNER ............. Secretary-Treasurer
ALBERT
DAUB
..............................General Manager
DAUB,now general manager, has been associated with the firm since
1922. During this period he has headed several different departments and has
acted in a general supervisory capacity.
This change from a partnership to a corporation will in no way alter the
fundamental policies under which the organization has functioned in the past.
The reprints and other books previously published by G. E. Stechert & Co.
will in the future be handled by a newly formed enterprise:
ALBERT

HAFNER PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
..................... President
OTTOH. HAFNER
ALFRED
HAFNER
.......................... Vice-president
WALTER
A. HAFNER.
............... Secretary-Treasurer
ALBERT
DAUB........................... --.General Manager

Scholarlli, scientific. and other books of general interest to libraries will be
published from time to time.
Both new organizations are looking forward to the continued support of
librarians without whose co-operation the firm would not now be celebrating
its seventy-fifth anniversary.

STECHERT- HAFNER,

IN^.
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STECHERT- HAFNER
SERVICE
ECONOMY
ACCURACY
DEPENDABILITY

New Books-in all languages-on all subjects-are supplied from our
extensive and continually growing stock, or are obtained from publishers.

I
I
1)

Used Books-take
building.

up more than three floors of our spacious eight-story

O u t of P r i n t Books-and books hard to find are searched for diligently
both here and abroad. SEND US YOUR WANT LIST.
B o o k s Bought-We
are in the market for libraries, large and small on
all subjects and in all languages-single books-periodical sets and
runs. SEND us your list of duplicates.
Domestic Books-are

supplied promptly at customary library discounts.

Foreign Books-Our
offices in London, Paris, Berne, and Genoa, and
our agents in other principal cities throughout the world, attend constantly to our orders for all foreign publications.
Periodical subscriptions are accepted for AMERICAN as well as
FOREIGN journals.

STECHERT-HAWNER, Ins
(formerly G. E. STECHERT
& CO.)

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
31 East Tenth Street

New York 3, N. Y.
Founded in New York 1872

I
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True Nature Picture Stories
Published by the Encyclopedia Britannica Press

The text of these books is within the reading ability of 2nd-gade
children and at the same time will interest those of any age who
like animals and birds. A special Library Buckram edition is ogered
to the libraries at very unusually low prices:
1 book ............................................................ $1.15
1 set of 12 books, assorted titles ............ $1.10 each
100 books, assorted titles .......................... $1.00 each

Any of these books will be sent, subject to approval, to any library
in the United States. Place your orders early and secure the only
Buckram-bound edition, as far as we know, which will be on the
market.
THE H. R. HUNTTING COMPANY, 100 Chestnut Street, Springfield 5, Mass.

HIS outstanding value in an inexpensive
Tsteel
book truck is back again. This well

constructed truck is ideal for stock use with
restricted turning space. Reverberation has
been reduced t o the vanishing point; plate
mounted casters have replaced the obsolete
stem type. A special welding process eliminates all body bolts that might loosen. This
model is equipped with two swivel and two
stationary 4-inch casters and all casters have
hard composition rubber tires. Finished in
neutral olive green enamel. Over all measure,.
ments 30" in length, 14" wide, 35" high. Write
for information concerning this and other
models.
This Model, Number 7 7 1 . . ................. .$3I.00
Model 772 ................................ $32.50
( H a s four Swivel, Ball Bearing Casters)
l l 6 5. Carroll St., Madison 3, Wis.

85 Wallace St., New Haven 11. Conn.
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LIBRARY NEWS ABOUT

PLASTICS
for your consideration, are four important books about plastics. Authoritative and up to the minute, these four volumes make
it possible for your library to have a complete and comprehensive list
covering all phases of this great new industry.
ERE,

A Source Book

TECHNOLOGY O F PLASTICS A N D RESINS
By 1. Philip Mason and Joseph F. Manning

A basic, authoritative reference work on the technology of the plastics industry

. . . a thorough account of all types of plastics and the methods of producing and
Illustrated 494 pp. $6.50
using them.

A Handbook

H A N D B O O K O F PLASTICS
By Herbert R. Simonds and Carleton Ellis

This great handbook presents the essential facts and figures of the entire plastics
industry, selected by key men, and effectively organized for instant referenceIllustrated 1,082 pp. $10.00
especially valuable for library use.

A Supplement

THE N E W PLASTICS
By Herbert

R.

Simonds, M . H. Bigelow and J. V . Sherman

Here is a comprehensive manual of practical information on all the newest plastics in tonnage production, as well as those still in pioneer stages . . . bringing
Illustrated 320 pp. $4.50
the reader completely up-to-date.

A Guide

THE PLASTICS BUSINESS
By Herbert R. Simonds and J.

V. Sherman

Plastics discussed from an industrial-economic viewpoint . . . important information about principal consumers and producers, competition within the industry
and research under way. Indispensable for a rounded-out picture of this industry.
Illustrated 448 pp. Price $5.00

D. V A N NOSTRAND COMPANY, Inc.

II

250 Fourth Avenue

New York 3, New York
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Are easier to file and identify
Protected from soil and finger marks
Prevented from tearing from staples

Will last longer-circulate

better

In Gaylord Pamphlet Binders
Send us your requirements!

II

G A Y L O R D BROS., INC.
Library Supplies
Syracuse, N e w York

Stockton, California

-

rFinancial
MO.RTGAGES
BRIEFS
CASES
-

-

A. C. PANDICK

This book printed by Arthur W.

Cross,

Inc.

NEW YORK OFFICE
PANDICK PRESS, I n c .
T H A M E S
NEW YORK 6
2 2

---

S T R E E T
N. Y.

T e l e p h o n e R e c t o r 2-3447

ARTHUR W. CROSS, Inc.
71-73 C L I N T O N
NEWARK 5

-

STREET
NEW JERSEY

T e l e p h o n e M a r k e t 3-4994
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NEW AND TIMELY
INTRODUCTION T O THE CHEMISTRY
O F THE SILICONES
By EUGENE G. ROCHOW

A comprehensive survey of present knowledge in the field. Silanes and their derivatives are reviewed In detail. Silicon
polymers of commercial importance are discussed, including methods of preparation,
chemical and physical properties, and possible uses. A review of methods of analysis
is included, and the processes available for
large-scale production are discussed separately.
1946
I37 Pages
$2.75
PHOTOGRAPHY B Y INFRARED,
Second Edition
By WALTER CLARK

Thoroughly revised, this interesting and
readable guide incorporates the latest developments in the materials and applications
of infrared photography. It discusses the
general practice of infrared photography,
and includes chapters on camouflage detection by infrared photography, forestry survey from the air, infrared photography in
the field of criminology, practical infrared
photomicrography, examination of textile
fibers. Ready in November.
1946
460 Pages
Probable price $6.00
THE USSR-A

Geographical Study

By JAMES S. GREGORY and D. W. SHAVE

A survey of the Soviet Union in relation to
its geographical back round, this book aims
to give the student o f geography some basic
material for serious study. Facts which were
previously difficult to obtain are presented
here in a clear and comprehensive manner.
Presenting an outline of the geography of
the present-day USSR, the book also shows
how the Russia of today has evolved from
the pre-Revolutionary Russia.
1946
63 6 Pages
$4.25
ORGANIC REACTIONS
ROGER ADAMS, Editor-in-Chief

The first two volumes in this series were
enthusiastically received as landmarks in the
literature of organic chemistry. N o w the
third volume, prepared with consummate

care by recognized leaders in the field, is
ready for libraries. Here in concise, reliable
form are the applications of important synthetic reactions to various compounds. As in
the previous volumes, the material is presented from the preparative viewpoint, outlining the nature of the reactions discussed
and stating their scope and limitations.
1946
460 Pages
$5.00
ELECTRONIC THEORY O F ACIDS A N D BASES
By W. F. LUDER and SAVER10 ZUFFANTI

Presents in elementary fashion the various
aspects of this important theory. The historical background of the theory is discussed,
as well as the details of its use, and its
application to chemistry as a whole. I n the
final chapter, the authors present their conclusions concerning the function and significance of the electronic theory of acids
and bases.
1946
166 Pages
$3.00
BACTERIAL CHEMISTRY A N D PHYSIOLOGY
By JOHN ROGER PORTER

An up-to-date source book for advanced
courses and research in bacterial chemistry
and physiology. This book offers a wellintegrated compilation of the facts that
hitherto have been scattered throughout the
literature. It covers the important, basic
features of present-day knowledge of the
subject. Principles, rather than techniques,
are presented. The bibliography is exhaustive.
1946
1073 Pages
$12.00
THERMODYNAMICS
By C. A. HAWKINS

Mechanical engineers will find this up-todate, well-balanced book extremely helpful
as a refresher. It covers the subject thoroughly, discussing real gas laws, and giving
extensive treatment to gas mixtures and
gas-and-vapor mixtures. Available and unavailable energy and entropy are treated at
considerable length. Temperature entropy
diagrams, used throughout the book, show
the available and unavailable energy quantities.
1946
436 Pages
$4.50

JOHN WlLEY & SONS, I N C .
440 FOURTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
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SCHOOLAND SOCIETY "Excellent counsel, practical
assistance, and the sort of inspiration that stirs to
action!'

I LOVE BOOKS
A GUIDE THROUGH BOOKLAND
by John D. Snider
This book is a treasure house of good reading for young and old. A paragraph or two
a day from its pages will stir your thinking
and give you new appreciations of literature that will make all other books more
alive and more interesting.
576 PAGES, $2.50

JOHNC. ALMACK "Has exceptional value for all who select booka, from the person who buys for
his own library to the librarian."School of Education, Stanford University.
RABBISTEPHEN
S. WISE "I enjoyed this book. Mr. Snider has made a genuine contribution
toward the building of the good society for which all of us pray."-Jewish
Rabbi and Leader.
GRACENOLLCROWELL
"The format is worthy the title, and the book itself is worthy a place
among the best books of the centuries."-Poet
and Author.
FATHER
JOHN F. QUINN
"I would recommend it as an excellent guide in starting a reading course
or building up a private library. The lists of books are excellent."-University
of Detroit.
GRENVILLE
KLE~SER"A literary achievement of rare excellence."-Formerly
Instructor in Public
Speaking, Yale University.
DANIEL
A. POLING"With complete confidence this volume may be placed upon any library table
for use of readers in any age level. The subject range is amazingly wide and the bibliography and
index a t the close are particularly helpful and complete."-Editor
Christian Herald.
HERMANN
S. FICKE "One of the most delightful books which has come to my attention in recent
of Endlish, University of Dubuque.
years."-Professor
WM.L. STIDGER"Factual, informing, stirring, convincing-makes him who reads it want to read."
-Boston
University.
JOHNL. HILL "The author knows literature and knows how to write entertainingly."-Editor,
Boardman Press.
FRANCES JENKINS OLCOTT"Vitamins to the reading taste, awakening the mental appetite to a
diet of good books. I wish every young person might read this book-also
teachers and librarians
who guide youth's reading."-Author
and Librarian.

A Must Item for Your Library. A Perfect G i f t for Your Bookish Friends.
0

THE PROPHETIC FAITH O F O U R FATHE
VOLUME I.

UNIQUE

*

AMONG BOOKS!

The Colonial Viewpoint on Prophetic Interpretation
A Product of 13 Years of Research In
Original Sources in Europe and America
By Leroy Edwin Froom, Editor, Author, reacher

Completely
Indexed
Beautifully
Bound

A Handbook for Teacher, Preacher, Historian, Sunday S,chool
Class or Bible Study Group
802 Pages
44 Illustrations
4000 References
Extensive Bibliography Price $4.50

REVIEW A N D HERALD PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION
Washington 12, D. C.
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